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Dow Jones average sets all-time high
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
stock market roared to its highest
level in history Thursday as the
Dow Jones industrial average
surged 56.53 points to 2734.64
and shattered the previous record
set two years ago.
Takeover news and fmn bond
prices powered the Iatc---aftemoon.
rally that drov~ other market
;ndicallX'S to all-time hig~ in the
heaviest trading since mid-June.
The Dow's stunning close
eclipsed the .previous all-time

high of 2722.42 set Aug. 25,
19&7, which marked the apex of
five-year raIJy in stock prices.
Six weeks later, on Oct. 19,
1987, the Dow plummeted 508
points since that crash.
Most analysts do not expect a
recurrence of that collapse, but
many expressed doubts whether
stock prices would be able to hold
onto their latest gains over the
next few sessions.
In recent weeks, the Dow
surpassed its previous record

close during several Ifadin;;
sessions but retreated before the
closing bell Analysts said setting
the historic higb became a
psychological block, which the
new market approached "" :tb
caution before fmally making it
bis1ory.

"We saw a little nervousness
heading into the new high, but
there was DO real giveback, and a
push late in the day was all it
took," said Trude Latimer, market
analyst with Josephthal &: Co.

Broader market indicators,
most of whicb made all-time
higbs earlier Ibis summer, also set
new records. The New York,
Stock Exchange composite index rose 3.45 10 195.29 and Standard .
&: Poor's 500-stock index
climbed 6.81 10 351.51 The price
of anaverage share gained 68
cents.
Advances outpaced declines,
1,187 to 353, among the 1,969
- issues traded. Volume swelled to
225,520 shares compared with

159,640,000 shares traded
Wednesday.
Stock pices began 10 rise at the
opening bell on news that
Holiday Corp. bad Ilfreed 10 sell
its Holiday Inns ("\:in to British
brewery and botel conglomerate
Bass Pi-C-.for 52.225 billion.
They also noted that stocks got .
an extra push from stronger bond
prices, whicb helped the Dow
rebound further from its 40.97point drop Monday. The blue chip
index rose 27.12 Doints:

Drug accessories spur legislation
items for robacco use only, sucb
as rolling papers, pipes and
containers with bowls on lOP.. .
Dlinois merchants selling drug
Curlee said he decision to stop
paraphemaIia could get more than lOp.
selling !he items was based on !he
a slap on the wrist under a bill
Kunce added that although he working of the new bill. Pipes,
signed Tuesday by Gov. James R. basn't dealt specifically with rolling papers and or any other
Thompson.
merchants selling paraphernalia items that can be used for drugs
The bill changes the sale of ~ Southern llliDois, he is "sure otber that tobacco could be
drug paraphernalia from a !he stuff is being sold.."
considered drug paraphernalia
business offense to a Class IV'
. The '_'Pical stores that sell drug under the wording of the DeW bill,felony, punishable by fines up to parapbernalia are novelty or Curlee said.
$250,000, prison and confiscalion specially stores and not large
"Bas:cally, until the bill is
of profits.
chains, he explained.
~larified, we just won't sell the
~Tbat is a real big jump,"
Kim Curlee, managec of Plaza items anymore," Curlee said. "We
Jackson County State's Attorney' Records, 825 S. nlinois, said he have 10 much at stake to battle the
Chuck Grace said.
. bas stopped selling items that wording...
Steve Kunce, director of the under the new bill would beRep. David _ Phelps, D- ..
Southern Illinois Enforcement c:onsidfled drug paraphemalia.' .
Group, said Ihal under the drug
Curlee said be previously sold . See BUSINESS, Page 8

By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

I

paraphernalia act, paraphemalia
includes pipes, spoons, cocaine
grinders, concealment cans and
glas! containers with bowls on

More residents :t()be~served -.. ":'~ 

by~ City"s ~sanitatlonserVice~:?~:)
By Usa Miller

Easy Rider

I"

Joel Koster, senior In product design, ceIebraleS the end of
his day 11usday with wheeIIe.

: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'
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COLA dean strives to
incorporate prograrns
By Theresa Livingston
Staff Writer
Incorporation of the Black
American Studies program and
the Administration of Justice
department into the University'S
College of Liberal Arts is John S.
Jackson's primary goal this
semester.
"We're hoping to get board
approval to add these units,"
Jackson said.

The two academic unitS are
currently UIldez the jurisdiction of
the College of Human Resources.
Benj&min Shepherd, vice
president for academic affairs and
research, bas proposed the college
be abolished and its academic
units transferred to other SIU-C
colleges.
The University's Board of
Trustees will vote on the proposal
See COLA, Page 8

Staff Writer·
Carbondale's decision to
extend its sanitary sewer- service
will incorporate about 2,000
people into the city, Steve
Hoffner, city manager, said.
Although the residents of 1he
Route 51 South area are part of
the Carbondale Township, they
are DOl officially afl....liated with
the city, Hoff:neI' said
The residents C:UI'l'ently have
septic: tanks rather than a full
sanitary sewer system, be said.
Hoffner said b~ bad met
periodically over the summer
with the residents of the Route 51
South area to discuss tbe
possibility of putting in the new
sewer system and incorporating
them into the city.
"Althougb some residents
opposed the project, the majority
of the residents supported it,"
Hoffner said.

The cost of the extended sewer-

loan was that the city must award
a cootract before Sept. 30.
Hoffner said the City Council is
from the IUinois Environmental expected to award a contract to
ProtecIion Aa:rv;y.
the selected bidder at the next
According to Larry Ziemba, meeting on Aug. 29.
regional c:oordinaror for the 1EPA,
Work: .hould begin on tbe
loaning money for wastewater extended sewer sys&em Wore the. .
and seweI' facilities in Illinois is a
new program.
"'Ibis new program will take
the place of the EPA'. grant
Gus Bode
~ to Ziemba said. "Instead
of givmg away the money, we
will loan out me money at low interest raIeS to cities wishing to·
improve its wastewater and sewerfacilities."
Since Ibis loan program is in its
first yt"z, Carbondale is the fust
c:i~ m Southern Illinois and one
of'the fust in the state to receive
sucb a loan, Ziemba said.
Hoffner said this was the rU'Sl Gus says now Carbond8le
time Carbondale had ever appIic:d will have an underground
connection with the 11. 51
to the IEPA fOl' a loan.
One of the stipulations of the SOuth residents.

system is $802;786. Punding for
the project will come from a IC"'.4Il

Director of aid wary of low default rate
By James J. BlaCk
Staff Writer
The head of SIU-C's financial
aid program said she doesn't take
rr.uch stock in the fact that the
University's student loan default
rate is below the national average
for four-year universities.
'7he default rate being fi~
by institution is somewhat
misleading in that the institution
does not do any collection
activities," Pam Britton, director
of slUdent worle aal(\ fmancial aid,
said. "Most institutions believe
that calculation is DOt vf:F/ valid."

SIU-C's default rate for fiscal
1987, the most recent data
available, is 5.9 percent,
accmling to a letter 10 the SIU-C
administration from the U.S.
Department of Education. An
article in the Chronicle of Higher
Education places the flscal 1987
national average for four-year
universities at 7 percenl. -The default rate is the
percentage of borrowers who fail
to begin repayment of their loans
upon expiration of a six-month
grace period after the borrowers
left college. Borrowers who defer
or restnlCture ~~yment are

not included in the default rate.

Despite ber objections to the
institutional default figures,
Britton said SIU-C's low rate
reflects positively on the
University.
"I'm sure (SIU-C's low default
rate) relates to employment
pr.,ortunities for our graduates
(and) the value of the education,"
she said.
Britton added that no studies
have been conducted intowby
SIU-C's repayment bistory is
better than average.
lhe flgures in both the letter
from J/le Dq:ilI'_tment of

Education and the Chronicle of
Higher Education article are for
students who left an institution
between October 1986 and
September 1987 and who bad not
begun repaying their loans by
01. U>ber 1988.
Uritton said it would be
difficult to compare the figures
for fiscal 1987 to other years,
since the methods of gathering
data and the types of students
eligible for loans bave changed
over the yea.'"$. The data reftl 10
Stafford SIUdem Loans (formerly
See lOAN, Page 8

Our Savior Lutheran Church

&

Lutheran Student Center
Invite You To Our

'"

'89 Close-Out

....,..,...

SALE

'1-

on
ZENITII T.V's &

Worship Services at lOam
on Sunday, August 27

KENWOOD S1EREOS'

Aflcrw~rd;, we will treat you 10 lunC'h in our Fellowship Hall.

RENT

700 S. University, Carbondale
(across the street /Tom B&A Travel)

Color T.V. $25/mo.

549-1694

Al- TELEVISION
(across from 710)

715 S. ILLINOIS

457-7009

world/nation

Tehran newspaper backs
call to Iranian parliament
MANAMA, Bahrain (UPI) - A bard-linc Tehran newspaper
Thursday approved Iranian spirilUal leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei's
call on parliament to back President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani's
new Cabinet. advising the legislators 10 place the interests of the nation
before factional infighting. Rafsanjani has pledged to boost the nation's
war-shauered economy, improve Iran's lies with the outside world, and
prevent a further outbreak of fighting with Iraq.

Greek Cabinet member to be tried for scam
A1lffiNS, Greece (UPI) - The Greek Parliament VOled Thursday 10
try former Cabinet ministec Nikos Athanassopoulos in a special coon
for his involvement in the ·corn sr.andal,· a scam in which a
govemment-owned compnay defrauded the European Community out
of $1.6 million in subsidies. Athanassopoulos claim .. he was not
in~\'cd in the Sl?lling of the com. but be and other ·other responsible
.nuruslerS bad decided 10 rovc£ up the scandal in the COIDltIy'~ interests.·

For Only
$9.29
Bring
in the

British champion of mentally ill dies at 61
PARIS (UPI) - Dr. Ronald David Laing, a controversial Britisb
psychiaJrist and social philosopher whose ideas challenged ttaditional

v'.ews of menral illness, died in southeastern France at the age of 61,
police said Thursday. Laing died of a heart attacl Wednesday in St.
Tropez. AItbough his ideas were not generally accepted by the majority
of psycbiatrists, Laing influenced many involved in -Che care of the
menially ill.

"BIG ONE"

You Get a large, Cheezy, Deep- Pan or Thin
Crust Pizza with 1 Topping, 4 160z Bottles of
Pepsi and FAST FREE DELIVERY.

Survey: Condom popularity interestg teens
BOS1ON (UPI) - TcenageIs are more concerned about whether
condoms are comfortable, easy to use and popular than they are about
whether Ihey protect against pregnancy and disease, a smvey sbowed
,Thursday•. While most teens in the University ~f California - ~an
;Francisco survey knew condoms were effective for preventing
Jlregoancy and diseases, Iha1 knowledge was DOl strongly associated
with inrenlions 10 use coodoms. the researchers said.

YOU RitE INVITED
TO THE
GRADUATE AND
PROFESSIONAL STUDENT

Farmer arrested after dumping horse hea,d .
~ ~ ~ FIJI ageoIS ~ a farmer aCcusecI otlOssiDg a

PICtllC LUAU

Free for all graduate & profes~i~ni1 stu<knts
WHEN:

Saturday, August 26
WHERE:
Turley Park in Carbondale
(on West Main, near Murdale Shopping Center)
WHAT TIME? 12 noon to 6:00 p.m.
,

CFSC

Great Music by
The Jim Skinner Band

Bar-B-Q Chicken

Fruit Punch

Sponsored by

And lots more goodies!
catered by I-:~»

Godfather:

dumping the bead 011 the steps.

.

i,.

flIli

Featurim:
Pig Roast

Atoodozi... ofCollqiate~

severed bone b:ad 011 the steps of the Richard Russell Fedeml8uikling
in front of borrifiecl wilOeSSes. FBI agalts said Oaude Pbiliben, who
runs a pouIUy farm • was c:harged wiIh threarening a federal officer and
was anaignecl Thursday. One wiUleSS III the bizarre incident. which
was mninisceIlt of a scene in the movie "The
bad a video
camem and filmed themau in a cowboy bat as he ~ away after

-.

We HOpe To See You Therel

state

State allocates $3 million
to Rend Lake consbuction
BENTON (UPI) -The D1ioaios ~ of Coaservatioo says $3
millioa has been eanDIIIked for the second phase of construction at a
restaurant and lodge facility being built at Rend Lake. The project
includes a restaurant, 10 bolel units, two cabins and a convenience
sIOR:. The first phase of construction is scbecluled for completion in

December.

Depend on Kinko I s.
-No Cost To
Departments
-Low Cost
To Students
-Fast Turnaround

-Free Assistance
In Acquiring
Permission To
Reprint Materials
-Binding Seryice

//~''<~j~~'''"

<",/<At~~,/
kinko's' copies
PfOTessor-PiJbiiShing'

549-0788 OpCln 24 Hoors
71 5 S. University
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Opponents Qf Marion mall
call survey results bogus
MARION (UPI) _ Survey
results released Thursday
showing 90 percent support by
residents of the city of Marion for
the construction of a regional
Southern lllinois shopping mall
are being challenged by
opponents of the mall.
The survey has stirred up the
simmering issue of using public
money to help finance private
projects.
The proposed m("tiJod of
financing the 768,OOO-square-foot
mall _ using the tax increment
fmancing statute, or TIF _ is the
subject of a suit br.,ught in
January in Williamson County
Circuit CourL The suit seeks to
prohibit the city of Marion from
using the statute to provide
financial subsidies to the mall
.revelopers.
The suit contends the proposed
mall, to be built on a 260-acre site
currently being used as a farm
near the intersection of Interstate
57 and illinois Route 13, does not
qualify for a TIP.
Jim Vogler, an attorney
representing the three plaintiffs _
Castel Properties, Castle Loan

Corp. and a private citizen, Ron
Emery _ said the TIP statute is
aimed at giving tax incentives to
developers to develop blighted
property that would not be
developed without incentives.
Vogler, with 1M Chicago llI1Il
of WlI1Ston and Sttawn.- contends
the mall will cost taxpayelS more
than $46 million over the next 23

years.
Key findings in the survey,
completed by Richard Day
RestWCh Inc. of Evanston were:

.91 percent of Marion
residents support the mall
• six of seven people surveyed
supported tiie use of tax
increment financing to help pay
for the mall
• 86 percent think the mall will
be builL
"We would like to see the
survey given to a third party and
let them look at it and see if it's
fair and scientific, or is a PR
release disguised as a survey,"
Emery, a Marion resident, said.
Emery said he was OI~ of the 300
-people surveyed and called the
survey's approach "slanted and
totally misleading."

Comedy Cellar comes back
with improved programming
By Doug Toole

The survey of 300 Marion
residents was conducted by
telephone between July 14 and
July 22. The poll has a margin of
error of plus or minus 6 pen:enL

StaffWritar

Ladies and oentlemen, let's
give a warm welcome to the
Student Center's new and
improved Comedy Cellar.
Remy Billups, special
programs (;()()rdinator for the
Student Center, said the
Comedy Cellar will return at 9
p.m. Friday in the Big Muddy
Room of the Student Center as
part of the Carnival of
Craziness before Bewing into
its normal Wedaesday nighl

The $165 million development

is a joint venture of The Edward
J. DeBarto!~ Corp. of
Youngstown, Ohio and Antonia
Investments, Ltd. of SL Louis.
Developers contend the mall will
create 1,000 employment jobs
during construction and 2,300
permanent jobs when the mall is
open late in 1991.
Richard Day. of Richard Day
Research Inc., defended his
survey.
"It's very well don~ and
objective, but you're asking can it
be used to promote one side of
the case _ yes it can," Day said.
"A serious scientifIC effon can be
used forPR purposes."
Day. who said he holds a
doctorate in political science from
the University of lllinois, said he
was willing to submit the survey
to a third party, but be said be
doubted if the developers who
commissioned him to do the
survey would want thaL

s::hedu1e.
The first stand-up comedian
appearing for the Comedy
Cellar will be Ed Fiala.. Fiala
was selected as the first
performer because of his
numerous
television
appearances and because of
the humorous sound effects he
uses in his act, BiJlups said.
In addition to Fiala's act, the
band Tin Pan Alley will
perform in the Big Muddy
Room at 7:30 p.m. and WTAO
radio will be there throughout
the evening, giving away
Chicken Man t-shirts.
Although this is only the
Comedy Cellar's second year,
Billups said it has been
successful so far and expects it
to be even more popular this

year.
Admission is $1 for all
performances. The Student
Center programming budget
used to pick up the tab for the
acts, but the cost increase will
help improve the quality of the
Comedy Cellar, Billups said.
"We decided to go up a
level on the type of
entertainment we could book,"
he said.
David Romanelli, an SIU-C
student, will continue to
emcee the show as well as
provide a brief warm-up for
the main acL Billups said he
expects that pizza and pop will
continue to be available in the
Big Muddy Room on
Wednesday nights, but the
decision hasn't been finalized

yeL
Improvements on the show
will include free bowls of
p'!3Duts on the tables of the
Big Muddy Room, WTAO
radio live remotes from the
show, possible outdoor shows
and plans to book a big-name
comedy act once or twice each

semester.

"The Comedy Cellar is still
in its infancy, but it's been
successful in the past and I
expect we'll fill the room
every night." Billups said.

COBA to sponsor picnic, fun

for students, faculty members
By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

The College of Business
Administtation will have a picnic
Sa\.\1Tda)' near the S\U-C boat

docks-OD the campus JaJce for
faculty. staff and students in the
college.
Deanna Hudgens, president of
the COBA Student Council said.
"We are trying to get people who
are in the business college who
are not active in any organization
to get introduced to some of our
groups."

Todd Kn. representIng the Doug\es Stewart c.,
Informs Samuel EsnJman-Quagranle, graduate
student In electrical englneer1ng from Ghana,

about the new calculators on display
Wednesday afternoon 81 the EJectronIc festival
In the ~ersIty BoaksIore In the Student CenJer.

Hudgens said the COBA
student council acts as an
umbrella organization for the 11
different student groups. in
COBA. Those groups range from
the
American
Marketing
Association and the Graduate
Business Association 10 various

business fmtemities.
Kristy Leahy, vice president of
communications for the council
said, "This picnic helps to get
students togelher wilh {acu.\\), and
make the students feel more
com£ortBble.

_

"BasicaJiy if's a social
gathering. We've gOI a lot of
things planned. picnic type stuff,"
Leahy said. Activities include
barbecue, volleyball, games and
music.
The music for the event will be
provided by WIDB, wluch wiil be
broadcasting live from the picnic
area, Hudgens ~d.
COBA also will be sponsoring
an information night on Thursday.
Leahy said the infonnation night
wiU be used to expose the
students in the business college to
the various organizations on

campus.
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'Even theend'Roses01d~hls'S6U1,
:putting baseball throughthe'vvringer
By Paul DIIugberty

.
Scripps How8nlNews ~

ap~~l:fIfW~cschola:rshiip
let\Ve Il"V
should be,
Harvey SlIICl."fle\·WlInrs to play Division I basketball.
Under NCAA
cannot transfer to anothel
Division I schoo~
first year. He could transfer
and sit out a year,
t the same time receive a
scholarship from that
Hart released him from his
not relea:sing Harvey from
agreement a:t SfU-:-C.
ineligible to receive a
his agreement he
scholarship from
I school. Hart's action
sets a precedent in dealing with
reflects good judgment
athletes who do not feU they should honor their
scholarship agreements.
HARVEY DENIED speculation that he left SIU-C
because of a low GPA. But it is known that Harvey's GPA
was below what is expected of an athlete his first semester.
This indicates a lack of responsibility to Tony Harvey, the
student. From experience, tr athletic programs and the
University should kno' " "nitor athletes' classroom
performance as well as their ,.)rmance on the court or
playing field. Harvey's 10 ..... ,PA at the University
certainly would not be put in the plus column when
weighing his decision to leave the University.
There may be other reasons unknown as to why Harvey
decided to leave the University, but until these a:re revealed
we can only speculate. A scholarship is an honor, and
along with it comes responsibility and loyalty.
Unfortunately, Harvey does DOt wish to respect this, or
perhaps is unable to.
We realize that Harvey's leaving will be felt, but we also
think that the SIU-C basketball team will regroup and play
well.

At 11 Wednesday night, 10
hours
before
baseball
commissioner A. Bartlett
Giamatti would mercifully put
Pete Rose's major-league life to
rest, The Hit King was in
=polis, selling pieces of
You couldn't give him your
sympathy, your prayers, your
compassion. You couldn't give
him a piece of your mind. What
you could give bim was your

'mo~~r $399, you own [he
number, the name •.. the ink is
Slilldrying."
A man in what looked 10 00 a
Reds warm-uJ! top was talking.
He was selhng Rose's white
home jezseys. A limited edition,
he said. Autographed by Pete
Rose himself. Four easy
payments of $99.98. The toU-free
numbet is on the SCleen. Gel 'em
while they're hOl
This was something called the
Consumer Value Network. Pete
Rose wore a gray suit and red tie.
He was perched on a bar stool.
He lookt'.d like he didn't have a
care in the world. As this is
wriuen, no one knows how long
Pete Rose will be suspended from
baseball, only that he will be.
One year, maybe. Maybe five.
Does it matter'?
Wednesday, his team was in
Chicago, playin~ the Cubs. His
wife was in Cincmnati, caring for
the couple's two-day-old
daughter. Anyone who cared for
Rose family, friends,
attorneys, fans - was very far
away.
Pete was in Minn~apolis. A
thousand miles from home.
Selling pieces of himself.
You didn't know what 10 call it.
Arrogance?
Stupidity?
Desperation? Betrayal? What?
Maybe sadness, on national
display. Pete knew what to call il

muck. Not even after five years
When the Associated Press . of calling the shots in the Reds
reported that Rose admitted to dugont. Rose is DOl a great
betting on baseball, Rose was
seUing "The Ultimate Baseball ~~ssibility also remains
Card KiL .. A $95 value, for only dial Rose will be indicted for tax
evasion. Any federal action
$49.92.
When ABC'~ "Nightline" against Rose could make
aired at 11:40, broadcasting baseball's penalty seem iu.e a
Rose's baseball obituary vacation.
nationwide, Rose was on the
He won't be back. It's just as
CVN telephone line, talking with well
H what has been reported is
TJ from New Jersey.
true, Rose is a liar of the worst
kind. He took the love and trust
"You near Pbiladelphia, Tn" . of an entire city and mocked iL
He is baseball's Judas. What was
asks Rose.
When you thought Pete Rose's left of innocence here died by his
silly-sad existence could plunge hand. In that sense, Rose's lies
110 further. when you thought (or
diminish us all.
He could have been in Chicago
at least hoped) that the best
hustler's life could not possibly on Wednesday afternoon,
tlke another wrong tum, you saw working for the organization he
him on a TV shopping show the professes 10 love. He s.'lOuld have
night before the worst day of his been with his wife and his child,
life. On the eve of his execution, where the Reds thought he would
Pete Ros,e was hawking be. He was on an airplane. Flying
baseballs. Autographed baseballs. 10 Minneapolis, 1.0 sell pieces of
Thirty-nine dollars and ninety- hilllsPlf. Everything has a price.
Sometime long ago !>('te Rose
four cents.
He won't manage the Reds marketed his CO,l:,C;, ~. You'll
again. Ever. You saw him for the find it sid~ . J side with his
last time in a Reds uniform . loyalty, his honesty and his
Monday night, in Chicago.
pnnciples. It's a shame. It's also
whohei:o.
.
He lil':ely won't wear a majorleague uniform, either. Better to
The host for the Consumer
cut out Rose's heart than strip Value Network has more, lots
. him of his uniform. But no one more. Here's a baseball
will hire him now.
autogTaphed by the New York
Reds owner Marge Schott is Mets' Darryl Strawberry and
Johnson for only $79.22;
~nforinh:Ii!f;.~~~;~~ Howard
there's a baseball signed by
had the guts to do.
Nolan Ryan and Steve Carltm for
"That son of a (bleep), Rose," $79.92. AU major credit cards
as she often referred to her ex- accepted.
manager behind closed doors,
will no longer be around to
You're crying a JiUle bit inside,
intimidate her and steal her because nothing is sadda than a
publicity.
hero dying by his <'wn hand. In
No other team wiD touch him. the end, Pete Rose just didn't gel
.
Not now. Not after the estimated il
S 1 million baseball spent
He's grinning now. Rose is on
inve:itigating Rose, a burden the bar stool, with a bat in his
shared by all its teams. Not after hand.
he so brazenly dragged the game
"The memorabilia," he says,
through more than six months of "is just half the battIe...

Coounerce.

·TJ~::~.!;:~=':

Opinions from. elsewhere How to handle encounters with difficult people
... the House Ways and Means Commiuee has been throwing itself
a heck of a 200th binhdav party. There have been dinners and
luncheons, commemorative presents, a documenlary film and a 500page, slick-peper history .... The money for the celebration - more
than three-quarten; of a million dollars so far - was donated by an
array of large corporotions, unions and, of course, Donald Trump
(SIO,OOO). Maybe these g~nerous soul~ were moved by their love of
history .... "We Ivve to be patriotic," said an American Express
(S25,OOlj) spokesman. Or. could it be ... the corporate moguls and
union leaders want the Ways and Means Comn.lltce to have the money
for plenty of pany hats bccau~ the commiUec has the power to write
LaX and trade laws and a party hat now could mean a favor later? No. It
couldn't be.
.
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By Paula Ancona
The Albuquerque Tribune
Most of us probably know
someone who's difficult 10 deal
with. If you're not prepared,
interactinR wi!!. that troublesome
employee: client or neighbor can
m?.ke your stomach chum.
Try these strategies for dealing
with difficult people:
- Don't take the situation
personally; observe the difficult
person interacting with olhers

and you'n probably see that he or
she is difficult for others, too.
-Consider the personality
type you're dealing with. There
are lots of names for these types:
auacker, know-it-all, backstabber,
complaina, people-pleaser, clam.
Think about how the difficult
person operates so you can
predict behavior and plan a
response.
-Force diffICult people to get
to the heart of the is:;ue; make
them explain their outrageous

stater:tents.
-Avoid
dealing
with
emotions; sticlc to the facts.
-Rehearse your meeting
ahead of time.
-Don '( write off someone as
impossible just because of a few
unpleasant episodes.
-Don't wait for a problem
WIth a difficult person to just go
away.

SCripps lIoward News Service

~culpting

the campu~

off their large-scale woi-ks

"Mistsstruggling to show
By CUrtis Winston
§tal! Write!

on a hill just south of the Wham Building. . "
Most of the works on canlpus are made
of welded and forged steel. It's been the
Tct.em poles were built byancientlribes most .popular medium. Walsh said,
to mark their territories. With menacing "because it's cheap and fast. ..
faces carved :into the towering wooden
Although Walsh tal-.es his influence from
poles, the tdtems also were believed to totem poles, D'ost of the sc':lptures on
ward off evil spirits.
.
_ cam~s take cues from the huge Pablo
, Thomas Walsh, profeSsor ~the School Picasso work decorating the Daily Center.
: of An and Design, is sculpling lOIem poles in Chicago. The sculptures' shapes look
of sons. ,He says bis large.scaJe sculptw'es alien; but with the many sculp~ dottinf
'an: infi~ by thO$e ancient IOtems and tbe ciuupus ••. modern art ~9rks look
tlbelisks; ..And. his:·work, scary anil-sttangelYatbome.
\~- _'. ,,: .
sorpewbat grpte.sqlJe, reflects the ancienC . . .
. ' .
.
iilfl!l~c:e... .lIi.jt~ weiad beauty, tliework ·~S A BEAUTIFUL cam~ and willi
couJdv~ well 'Ward off evil spirits b.ut the ~and trees there
seuings
also~oritliep:esenceofartlovers.
whel~ a scuJ~tu.~ would-,Jook.naturill,'k
WWsIi ~es-to "vork in large terms. His Walsh said. The main display 'area is the'
.current work, "Landrnarl:el'," is a series of University Museum Sculpture Garden.
totem polesianging fJOm aOOUi4 to IOfeei 'Other'sCulptureS"are exhibited at 'the J..esar' ~~=~
high. But be wishes he could make them Law Building, the Stone.~ and~ the
bigger.
grounds of the Foundryi~wiUclt is. a<:ToSs"I'd like to scale them a bell of a lot" from Evergreen Tenace. .' . '.
.
-Many of "the works on campus were
created Jly-wtists who once were graduate
• studeD~·
S~ '.of Ali IindDoSign
':iiml have bCeudOnatedto tbelJniversiti.
either pelIV8IICIIl1y or on a semi-temporary
~ IoIIn;Waisluaicl ~.were purehased by'i.~

.II'

"9'

r

~,

..

'': ;.:;

• •••

.

:i;;{~::~;

.';

~~:i·"·
.."I~

.....~
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~.:

me many

in.

the Univenity'MuseUD» for'tJIoSCulJiture:
r:~~3;~~=t!~~!~~ ~ Garden.
>

One graduate SbXbt who has disp~~ed "

~--~:;.c.~t=;;.,M. his work temporarily is Tim Starns, a'
master's candidate in sculpture. One of his

.. most recent works is self-described as trash

art, because it was made ot trash and ended
" up in the trash. The piece was made of
scrap wood and ,was placed behind the
Allyn Building for a few weeks last spring.

Ann

"Weathervane," by Brent Kington,
director ot the School Qf Art and

!leslgn IS one of the sculptures
dlspJaye;j at the Stone House
bigger than I'm doing them now," Walsh
said.
AS THE PRIMARY teacher of Iar~e
scale sculpture, Walsh knows what it takes
to get a work of art displayed on campus.
Since most of the works he deals with are
too big to be displayed in an wide setting,
the only place to put the • .eces is outside.
Over 20 wodes of art mark the campus
:grounds. The styles of the sculptures range
from the traditional such as the bronze
statue of the late sru President Db.yte
W~sley Morris, which stands on the Old
Main Mall, to the modem ceramic work,
"Here," a Stonehenge-looking monument

NOT THAT STARNS doesn't have
higher hopes for his disposable art.
"'Ihey'll be discarded, unless somebody
wants it casteel in bronze," he said
excitedly,
~':;J
But regardless of the garbage status of
his work. Starns says it was a great
experience displaying his work for all to
see. "I got great response when ,,'ley saw
the pieces placed. People enjoy seeing
sculpture."
Because of the temporary SIatus of his art
work, it was relatively easy for Starns to
hav~ his work displayed on University
grounds. Before any work is placed, it must
have the approval of Campus Services and
tbo Physical Plant. Since DO heavy
equipment was needed for Starns'
sculpn.ue, and since the work was going to
be discarded eventually, be was able to get
the work placed on his own, he said.
However, some works, especially
permanent piw-.5, require the involvement
of Physical Plant and grounds wolkers to

SIaff Photo by Am SdlIuIer
SaJ~tor Tom

WaIs!1, professOr In the SChool of Art and DesIgn, polishes his latest
worX, "l..andrn2fker canto It" "1..arxhIaIiler: canto Vi," is 10 the right. The two pieces
are part at several in the sculpture and are Influenced by "totemic ma!i(ers and
Obelisks," WeiSt says.

insure the sculpwre is properly installed 011
the University landscape.
WALSH, WHO HAS probably helped
bring the most work to campus, seems
somewhat mystified by the process to get a
sculpture placed.
"There are a 10:. of places to put
~= but you r.eed a lot of funding,"

the ~plUre.
-Installation. Most W<ris an: seated into
the ground with a concrete foundation. The
works mll"t be secured properly to prevent
theft or falling, which could result in
damage.
-Insurance. The artist must pay for
liability insurance. just in case someone is
injured while viewing the art work.
Walsh said the expense and paperwork
involved in placing a work on campus is
ironic, considering most of the work is
donated. "You have to go through a lot or
committees before they say: 'Yeah we'll
take your freebie. ' "
ID I'unb« JocaIe

Some expenses to have a sculpture
placed include:
oTransponation. The work has to be
transported to the site, on a truck or tJaiJer
of some kind, and then, depending on how
large the work is, heavy construction
equipment (crane or hoist) may be needed See SCULPTURE, Page 18

Late ceramist's legacy is right 'Here' on campus
pieces are designed as massive

By Cunls Winston
Staff Writer

heavy shapes, and clay is;:IeaI for
this."

To learn abolll an, is 10 learn
abolll the creativl! prouss ' .. to
ll!arn how 10 aterllOliu f~l!ling.
illtllitiolls. sl!lIsatiolls ,'l1Id
concl!pts and givl! thl! structure
matuial form - Nicholas

Further reasons Vergette gave
included clay's relatively low cost

8nd its resilience to weather.

VI!'1:t!ttt!.

"Here" is right here on campus.
"Here" is the title of the art
work that adorns a wooded knoll
between the pathways around lhc
Wham Building, Lawson Hall
and Morris Library.
"Here" is sruoC's Stonehenge.
The object of constant
conversation and study as well as
being a prop for relaxation.
"Here" was sculpted by the
late ceramist Nicholas Vergette
and was installed in !972. It was
the first permanently installed,
outdoor artwork on campus. 1\\'0
years later, Vergeue died of
cancer. It was his last major work
and it remains as his legacy.
Vergette, a faculty member in
the School of An, said at the time

Photo by Ann Schluter

The late Nicholas Vergette, right, created the Stonehengelike "Here," left, as a "stepping stone between buildings
~nd nature." The sculptures, which are on a wooded-knoll
near the Wham Building, are made of cast clay.
largest ceramic sculpture ever.
that be thought t'le work was the
The work consists of several free
fonn cast day obelisks standing
from 610 14 foot higb,
An Englishman, Vergelle
studied painting at the Chelsea

School of An in London during
the 1950s. He became interested
in pottery and ceramics shortly
after graduating and came 10 SillC in 1959 to take a leacbing
position,
He believed clay was superior

He hoped that "Here" would be
considered his masterpiece. He
called it "a stepping stone
between buildings and nature.
Tbey look kind of natural •..
clearly bave sugge'>tions of
growth but are not completely
organic."
And the sculptures do hIend in
with the grass and trees. Tbey
seem to auraet attention. "Here"
has been the subject of countless
photo essays, arawings and
English papers. It even was the
inspiration for a dance routine.
Despite the work's durability, it
began to show signs of wear,
obviously from the many people
medium for sculpting large-scale climbing on it to get a different
works. His reasons are revealed perspective.
in the text of a memorial service
In 1982 it was repaired and
held for him on Feb. 28, 1974.
restored. In 1977 the Universitv
"Clay has been downgraded a hono" .• Vergette by naming tl,~
great deal," be Slated. "I like it art gallery in the Allyn Building
because it is commonplace. My after bL7..
Daily Egyptian, August 25, 1989, Page ;;

Nori.~~ co.mpa,red... ~ Y~_

to Hitler by official
treatit accordingly."
Eagleburger said every OAS
member nation "has the
obligation to isolate this outlaw
regime." He did not suggest
WASHINGTON lUPl) The United States compared any specific actions, although
the Panamanian regime of U.S. officials talked earlier of
Gen. Manuel Noriega to Adolf further tightening the existing
Hitler and said Thursday economic embargo as a first
Noriega wiD soon become an step.
Accusing Noriega of giving
international "outlaw."
American offici"lls also safe haven to drug traffickers,
the
laundering of drug money
hinted they were prepared to
act unila terally to topple and permitting his country to
Noriega after the Organization be used as a cocaine tranof American States failed to shipment point, Eagleburger
negotiate the strongman's compared Noriega to Hitler.
Eagleburger said, "That is
removal from power in
aggression as surely as Adolf
Panama.
Hitler's
invasion of Poland 50
A four-member commission
appointed by the OAS foreign years ago was aggression. It is
aggression
against us all, and
ministers reported Wednesday
that it had not been able, in some day it must be brought to
three months, to mediate the an end."
Noriega was indicted last
terms under which Panama
would return to civilian fear by two federal grand
~uries in Florida on charges of
democratic rule.
The OAS issued a report mvolvement in drug trafcritical of Panama's abuses of fi,£!~
One State Department ofhuman rights, but also
criticized the U.S. government ficial said, "Clearly, the
for
staging
military multilateral approach didn't
maL'eUvers at a time when work with Nonega, and so we
such actions could in'lame the are now looking at other options for acting alone. At this
political situation.
The OAS foreign ministers point, I wouldn't rule anything
ended their marathon strategy out."
session early Thursday
In its final declaration, the
morning.
The
U.S. OAS council of ministers
representative, deputy recommended the InterSecretary of State Lawrence American Human Rights
Eagleburger, warned that if commission send a delegation
Noriega does not relinquish to investigate reports of
power by ~ept. I, the date set abuses by the Noriega
by the Panamanian con- government. But even the
stitution, "Then the Noriega recommendation, according to
regime wiD have declared the declaration, can only be
itself to be an outlaw among carried out with "the consent
civilized nations and we should of Panama."

.Upen~'"DI1_' '

....
"'-""""'·

Regime labeled
intemational outlaw

• Bible Teaching·
• Charismatic Workshop

* catering
* carry outs
* grocery

• InternationaV
American Fellowship
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Ali Baba Daily Special

Fresh ~·egetables
cooked with meat or
chicken served on rice
with salad & bread on
the side.

Meets 'Every :Friday In
Wliam !Jl.uditorium
:For More information Caf[ 549-0590

Join the chorus!
CHORAL UNION (a nejoDal coIIo&

. ) .......): 7:30-9:45 p.mJYGaday.........,. c:rcdil (MIll 020)

CONCERTCHOIR (UllUiaadlail): 2:00 -3:3OINWPI1 at 2 _ (Mao 022l
CHAMBER CilOlR 6ao<bipl aiDps): 2:00 - 3:mTh1l c:moIi1 (Mgolt2l)

Ml!N'SOlJlECUJB: 12;00 -12:SO/I11IIl_(MIII36S0.)
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r-----Just Look·What's-----.
Coming to the
DuQuoin State Fair!

PUB

CRGUn
SATURDAY·

~RRGUn

3/41b. Authentic Cajun CrawfIsh
Served wI Com On Tile Cob & Potatoes

_JUDY TfMITA

$4.99
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Cajun Marys
Swamp Water Slush

SUNDAY
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~2&

....
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"
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$1.50

....
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SAWYERIIIIOWII
__ 31
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White gang kills black teen-ager in New York
girl's new friends to arrive,"
Ward said. "The four black
youths, on their way to buy the
used car which had been advertised, unknowingly walked
into the white group."
"This (white) group was
building and talking and
bragging and ... and it's
possible other kids were
joining in, hanging around to
see the action," Ward said.
Hawkins was shot twice in
the chest during the attack in
which he and his friends were
surrounded by as many as 30
bat-wielding white youths
about a block away from the
r::~h~a!~..:~~~ total of

NEW YORK mPH - A
black teenager was shot to
death in an attack by a gang of
young whites carrying
baseball bats and seeking
revengf: for a friend whose
girliri.md spurned him to date
blacks and Hispanics, police
said Thursday.
Yusef Hawkins, 16, was
fatally shot during the confrontation Wednesday night
with a gang of whites waiting
outside an apartment where a
party for the young woman's
18th birthday was under way,
police said.
The gang apparently
mistook Hawkins and three
other blacks for the woman's
new male friends, police said.
The four black YO.Jths had gone
to the predominantly white
Bensonhurst section of the
New York City borOugb of
Br~lyn to buy jl~sed c.ar..
Pohce were 'mvesbgating
the killing of Hawkins· as a
racially motivated incident.
Witnesses heard some of the
whites, identified as neighborhood youths, utter racial
epithets, said Commissioner
Benjamin Ward.
The white gang, referring to
the youths, shouted, "Is this
the nigger boyfriend,?" Deputy
Commissioner of Public Information Alice McGillion
said.
The 9:30 p.m. attack began
when some of the whites,
waiting outside the party,
followed Hawkins and the
black teenagers after they'
walked past the group and
turned onto a nearby avenue,
Ward said.
"The former boyfriend and a
group of his friends waited
outside the apartment for the

Hawkins died later at
Maimonides Medical Center.
Police arrested three whites
but were awaiting formal
charges pending the determination of an assistant
district attorney, Ward said.
Arrested were Brian
O'Donnell, 18, Pasquale
Raucci., 19, steven Curreri, 18,
all of Brooklyn. None of the
three is believed to be the
gunman.
Four spent .32-caliber shells
were recovered along with
seven baseball bats, but no gun
was found.
The girl, who police declined
to identify, had recently
broken up with one of the
neighborhood youths and had
begun dating b!ack and
Hispanic young men, Ward
said. The ex-boyfriend had
warned her not to bring blacks
and Hispanics into the
neighborhood, the commissioner said.
..
"We have a spurned lover
who is jealous and is looking
for the new boyfriend, and it

'90 Census could shift House seats
WASHINGTON (UPI> As many as 17 seats in the
House of Representatives
will shift following the 1990
Census and blacks and
HispaniCS could pick up
between six and 10 of them,
a study by the Population
Reference Bureau said
Thursday_
William O'Hare, director
of policy studies at the nonprofit research group,
however, cautioned that the
estimates were based on
current
population
projectiOns and will not be
certain until after the official census is taken on
Aprill,I990.
On April I, 1991, the
Census Bureau will release
the data needed to draw new
congressional districts.
Census figures are also used
to draw state legislative
boundaries and in funding
formulas for more than 100
federal programs.
According to O'Hare's
projections, 17 seats in
Congress will shift following
the 1990 Census with seven

states - Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Texas, Adzona and
California - gaining seats;
and
11
states
Massachusetts, New York,
Pennsylvania,
West
Virginia, Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Kansas and Montana likely to lose one or more
seats.
O'Hare made
his
predictions in releasing a
Forrl Foundation-financed
study, "Redistricting in the
1990s: A Guide for Minority
Groups," aimed at aiding
minority involvement in the
reapportionment process.
"Every state that will
gain seats in Congress, with
tlle exception of Arizona,
has at least 1 million black
residents," O'Hare said.
"Three key. sta tes California, Texas and
Florida - where the black
population is growing
rapidly are also states that
are likely to gain at least
three seats.
"Given the growth of the

turns out the new boyfriend
happens to be of a color other
than his, and it happens to be
that he's black.
"I would think that he
probably would nave reacted
against whoever the new lover
was, but it happens that the
new lover is black," said
Ward. "And he's going to
respond against him ... he's a
very brave soul so he gets
some of his friends to come
and heip him."

black popUlation in these
states and the availability of
new seats, the number of
blacks in Congress set'ms
likely to increase," he said.
Before the death of Rep.
Mickey Leland, D-Texas,
there were 24 black
members of Congress.
At the same time, 12
congressional districts now
represented by blacks are
losing population and will
have to be enlarged to meet
the equal population
requirements 'Jnder the oneperson, one-vcte rule.
They include the districts
of Democratic Reps. John
Conyers and George
Crockett in Michigan;
William Gray in Pennsylvania; Cardiss Collins
and Charles Hayes of
Illinois; Kweisi Mfume,
Maryland, Donald Payne,
N.J.; Edolphus Towns and
Charles Rangel, New York;
Louis Stokes, Ohio, and
Harold Ford, Tennessee.
Hispanics, have nine
mem·bers in Congress.
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COLA, from:Page 1·
SepL 7. H ratified, the proposal
win make "a sizable increase" for
the coUege, Jackson said.
.
"JUSl by sheer size, die additioo
(of the units) will change us.
Administration of justice alone
has 500 people (majoring in the
department), which we will now
deal with," he said.
However, Jackson stressed the
two academic units will "'fit very
nicely" within the ideological
framework of the college.
.. Administration of justice
approaches crime and its
trealmc:nt from a political science,
eoooomic and social perspective,
while BAS comes from a social

science heritage. Both are fme
additions 10 our curriculum," he
said.

H the transfer is approved,
Jackson said BAS offices wiU
move 10 the fourth Ooor in F8DC2'
Hall previonsly occupied by the
Department of Recreation, while
administration of justice will
remain in Fancr Hall 10 facilitaIc
die ttansfer.
. Jackson said the college also
hopes to minimize the longstanding controversy surrounding
BAS by presenting the program
as an educaliooally and culturally
sound program.
During the 1988-89 school

BUSI~ESS, frc>m Page 1---.,..,year,
several
student
organizations and faculty
members protested what they
perceived as a 1aclt of interest in
BAS on the part of the University

administration.
Jackson said gaining the
Sb1de8t body's confidence would
be top priority if the program
does become part of the coHege.
"Proving to the students within
BAS that the Univemty is indeed
serious about this program is a
primary goal. By establishing
ourselves and working together,
we can bave a good. sound
program that will benefit the
Unive:sity," be said.

LOAN, f~m F!~ge 1------,.:-------:--~

Eldorado, said the bill is 'good
anli-clrug legislation as long
as the .lawenforcement
officials foUow up by
enforcing it.
"It's ridiculous that we
allow articles needed for that
activity 10 be sold," he said.
Pbelps added lhat punishing
the drug offenders but
allowing merchants to sell
items used in drug IICIivity is
a "subtle endorsement" of
drug usc.
Curlee said he "never
wanted to do something
against the wishes of the
community,-but believes
banning the sale of drag
parapbemaIia bas a bIaakc&ing
effect 00 die drug pobk:m.

Curlee $aid banning the sale
of drug paraphernalia is not
going 10 prevc:nt people from
using drugs.
Senator Jim 'Rea, DChrisIOpber, said the law is a·
very important component in
alleviating the nation's drug
problem.

"We bave to stiffen the
penalties through anti-drug
legislation," Rea said.

Both Rea and Phelps said
die Assembly will be pushing
througbmore anti-drug
Jegislation this fall
."As long • drugs JaDaia a
problem. tbere will be a
constant flow of tightening
JesisIaIioa... JIhdps said. ..•.

and

first disbursement of a loan...
the: week befOle die faD semesIt.r:
. The r:lD~cial aid office has . and the farst< two weeks of the •
developed a number of loan- semester to offer advice· and
Department of Education, the coooseling and debt-management . answer questions fromstudco&s
University is not required to tate ,~Iic:s in;.compliance with this picking up loa,. checks. The
default reduction measares requuanea.t:.
.counselor is located at • Iablc in
.A,
brOchure ouUinin& lbeBursar'sOf6cc.' . r
. .
.
spelled out by the department
because SIU-C's default rate is repayment' options. debt.Grouploan cOUaseling
below 11) pm:eot.
'management, bc:irrowea'riJ[b&s sessions arepiannecl for Sf~. 26
Universities with high dc!'auk and respoosibilities, loan ailQ 27 in the Student C.::nter.
.
·~3.q5*,
IaICS may be excluded from loan defernnmt and coosoIjdaIion and
FUll-time borrowers_ill be
~ programs, required to delay lou averap indebIedDess at SlU-C is Illquimd to atteDd, will seJectcd . Includes eight inain ~es,,nine appet~, saIa~ ~and ~ iruit
disbursemcn&s unIil 30 da)'l into bcing distribut.ed at cnlralJCe and Sociology 101 classes. Borrowed.
"
PLUSlUNCHSPECIAL: CANAPI*
tbe semester or obligated to ell.it loan counseling. This wbo apply .. to .graduate ia ·I_;:=::;==::=======~~~='·I
implement I! dcfauIt III8ft88eIDCIIt brocbure also will be sent to Deceipber wiU receive • leuer
&
pian IPIJIOWld by tbe Dqa1meDt borrowers. who apply for advising them to auelld. All '
SEAFOOD BUFFET
~9 95*
ofEducatioD.
' .
MHowever,'" the letter states,
".U Icboola are requireli to =sdi:gll•..!~e.ive . an Kit ~=ialM~d'Offidece-~tbeby
~..:-(,
.........
..~...'~
·Bring in this coupon.for fn!e soft ULu.-.
provide entrance counseling 10
first-time borrowers pior fl) die
·A loan counselor was hired for bclp of .. outside consullant.
Guaranteed Student Loans)
Supplemental Loans for SbldenlS.
Aa:Ordulg to the IeUer tram the

·ALL,YOU CAN EAT
LU·NC·H· BUFFET··

as

=::::n~~d=
C.

==

wruemcl:~o~~;Ji~

I ~~~~nuU;=:;;nl. . ' .I
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presents

Party Weekend·
Friday

TAN CONTEST

The Faculty/Staff

, Saturday

BOWLING LEAGUE

DANCE CONTEST
with Beer Ulveaways

Sunday
LADIES' NIGHT

'2. for 1Mixed Drinks
&.

OPEN JAM NIGHT

Now being formed_ RollingMQn,day's"at7:~m.
Teams w"iifconsisfof )'p~dP)~r(5 men':, 5\\;oine~ or
any combination of 5), League i~ open to the entire
SIU coI11lllunity. For fun, relaxation, as well as, the
competitive challenge and social environment. For
teams and individuals.

rEST AVAiLABLE
DOCUMENT.

..;,:
$';"".*"Iil~·~

~ I

I
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New medication
reduces drug use
WASHINGTON (UPI) a useful advance'"
Monkeys addicted to cocaine ' Dr. Marvin Snyder of tbe
kicked their habits by taking an Natiooallnstiho1e on Drug Abuse
experimental
medication, agreed buprenorphine is an
suggesting the treatment may "exciting possibility," saying one
offer a powedul new weapon in of its big advantages is the
the war against illegal drugs, promise in treating cocaine and
researchen said Thursday.
heroin addiction simulraneous1y.
Harvard University scientists
"It would be nue 10 have that
discovered tha~ a daily dose of kind of lherapy," the mediCIdions
bupreoorphine, which already has expert said, though he warned
been shown to help heroin there was not enough evidence to
addicts, dramatically reduced the recommend widespread use.
aaving for cocaine in five rhesus
Federal researcben currently
mookeys for 30 consecutive days. are testing about a balf-dozen
The Imdings are particularly otherliiediCidonS:-Including
significant because currently some anti-psycbotic and antithere are 110 uniformly effective convulsant drugs, that bave
treatments for cocaine abuse or shown son.e signs of belping
the .dual abuse of cocaine and - -c:ocaineaddicts... .
heroin, often injected in a poleDt":ID a~tudy
Th~y
(orin called a "speedbalL" --:< :in the:. jopm,al' Seience~ the
I The
researcbers, notmgHarvard' ~ said monkeys wbo
tntravenous drug use accoUDted . could self-administer cocaine cut
for ~ ~third of the ~ of their drug use an average of 91
acquued Immune defICIency. percent.
while..
taking
•
• . . . . buprenorphine; Before. receiving
Harvard Umverslty ,.; :.;:the m~tion their.cocaine use
mdar to that of human
$cientists discovered -'

Pubiisbed'

a daily dose of
buprenorphine'

Buy 1 Flaming
Volcano get 2nd
lone free wI this
coupon & dinner
I
I
purchase

I
I

. e

Project manager Norman
Haynes said the l-ton robot craft
was on course for a 10:56 p.m.
CST flyby over Neptune's nOM

~o~~-:;,~''f;\'l..
..

polar Jegion at an altitude of just
3,048 miles above the methane
cloudtops - !be closest Voyager
2 bas been to any planet since
launch from Florida 12 ~.~ ago
last SlD1day.
FJve bours after close approacb,
Voyager 2 was scheduled to sail
withID 24.000 miles of the sttange
moon Triton, a pinkish satellite
with a transparent atmosphere
that may feature giliciers of
frozco methane - natural gas.
Confirmation of a wccessful
flyby was not expecWd until 3:02
a.m. CST Friday because at
Neptuoc's vast disUlnce - 2.1
billion miles - radio signals
from the probe. traveling 186,000
miles per second, needed four
bours and six minutes to 'each
Earth.
But engineers had nc, doubt
Voyager 2 would Iceep ~lS date
with destiny, and project manager
Norman Haynes said the
spacecraft would pau within
about 19 miles of its planned aim
point.
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Kegm.1rl Says:
:thop fiSt tor the
Be-lOt K(l9 prices.

S"hzctlOIl and

I

1901 Murdale Shopping Center

Ea

..

--.'.

$3.95 Lunch Buffet
11 :00-3:00
Tues. & Thurs.
All Day Buffet

servi~ In

town.

Stop in and r!lgistef for

Carbondale 529-2813 ~r91

FREE ROLliNG
STONES CONCERT
II

y~

.~ftJ1ftL)\ Fft)T rooD

Bud

Purchase any dish over
$2.25 and receive free eggroll

$4.99

12 Pack CClns

BUD

$4.99

LIGHT

(Not With Soup)

12 Pack CClns

atd·:S~t~$1.99

-----tI

EAT FOR

6 Pack BoHles

Molson
Golden

6 Pack Bottles

ZIP?

$3.99

COOLER $2.45
4 Pack Botiia
strITER:
IK)ME
~3
White Zinfande~ •

Toke the Zipps Challenge and try our big
quarter-pound all-beef hamburger for only
99¢.lf you don't think it's the greatest
burger you've
ever had. you

29

'150ml

Stngrnm:s 1.
$5.39
150m'

con get your

nextZipps .
hamburger for
only 99¢.

~
Big 1 liter

$5.49

Gilbe '

Gin ys $9.99
Bi 1.15 Uter
Plus nl.ltl\ more
'Il-store sp(:cials~
flBC LlauoR Mfii\T

1n9"

WQst;ingtan

Carbondale..
~"'721

Voyager finishes tour,
discovers new Rl00ns

known space.

I
I
I

::c:.

Earlier this.' year, Yalo
University ·researchers usinS
buprenorpbineto treat beroia
'dramaticallyreduqed~ addiclS reported-the medication
. I.
8150 reduced cocaine use in that
t'h' craving
,or
group by as much as tenfold
cOcaine in five
compared to methadone.
;rhe,sus monkeys for
"I was thrilled when I golthe
.
(Harvanl) results. J thought it was
30 consecutive days.. the piccetbaS was missing,'" said
Yale's Dr•. Thomas Kosten,
syudrome nationwide last year,' explaining &bat !be animal studies
also pointed out 'Dua1 addiction clearly document bupreo~e
to intravenous cocaine and heroin suppn:sses cocaine cravings. ..'~
lP8Y increase the risk of AIDS,
Dr. lad: Mendelson, one or;;'"
both througb needle sharing and
rthrougb
tbe
combined Harvard study's authors and Q).
• effi
cf both director of drug abuse resean:h at
:;,,~ve ects
,the Harvard-affiliated McLOam .'
Dr. Heibert Kleber of the Wbito _, Hospital, s~id i~ bis OPla- .
House OfIICe of National Drug .. buprc:n~rpblDe IS tbe lDost
Control Policy said the research pr~mlSJDg ~tment on .the
indica&es buprenorphine may be ~ f~ ~ and c:oc:amc..
". 'promising approach" to heroin addiction.
helpmg addicts, especially in light
Still, MendUson said, "There's
of problems recently docurnented not Fing 10 be a 'magic bullet'
in the use of methadone to treat for any form of substance abuse.
heroin abusers.
. SUbstMCc abuse bas its roots in
"We are clearly looking for the chemistry of the brain but also
drugs that can affect cocaine WJC.' in the mvironment in which we
We know there has been a uuUor live and the avaHabdty of the
increase in cocaine use among substance abused. ..
people
on
metbadone
Buprenorphine
DOW
is
maintenance," Kleber said in a appoved for intIavenous use as a
telephone
interview.
"If prescriptioD painkiller, used
switching 10 bupreoorpbine wiD mainly in surgical and hospital
decrease (such) use, Ibis could be settings.

PASADENA, Calif. (UPI)The Voyager 2 prt'be, winding
up an epic grand tour of the outer
solar system, raced smoothly
toward its once-in-a-Iifetime
flyby of Neptune Thursday,
discovering two new moons and
beaming back spcctacu1ar photos
of the ringed planet.
"This is ill This is the 24 hours
w:'ve been waiting fm," Voyager
project scientist Edward Stone
said as die spacecraft cIosed in on
the eighth pilanet from the SUD, a
giant ball of frigid gas currently
farther away than even P1UIl'
With excitemClii building to a
fever pitch, hundreds of
journalists, scientists and VIPs
gathered at the let Propulsion
LaboratoIY &0 share in the drama
of Voyager 2's fourth and final
planetary encounter and to
witness the nuclear-powered
spacecraft's departure irom
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Ad Good thro 8/27/89

GRAND LAUNDROMAT
• lfLEVISION

• ClEAN ATMOSPHERE
•• ATIENDANT ON DUTY

• LOUNGE AREA
• DOUBLE AND TRIPLE

• COMPUMENTARV USE OF

LOAD WASHERS

GARMENT STEAMER

• BOCK EXTRACTOR ONLY 25<: ,WEEKLY PRIZE DRAWINGS
• DRYERS 25<:

• AIR CONDITIONED

• FREE COFFEE

• OPEN 7:00AM

• COMPUTERIZED WASHERS

TO 11 :ooPM

• REGULAR WASH 75<:

8-15-89 thru 12- 15-89
from
7:00am to 10:00am
•

~

_-"'''''lWt=<'''''1jY'''.

~~"~ ... :r;.,;

MinAGr;IT
..

_-..........._____ ~~,!._

LAUNDRY

~--- . . ;~~-
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Reg 29¢

~

PORTFOLIO

.1
I

2 Pocket
Assorted Colors

: :

I

I
I

49~

1 :
1 Limit 10 With Coupon
I
L __~<>!t!!u.!-E!9__ .J
Reg 169

I

:

PAPER MATE
OR Ble

:
1

Medium Point Pens

10 Pack

:

I
I
II
..
.
Limit 2 With Coupon
L __~o!!.t!!u 8-27-89

1.10

:

MEAD

Notebook Paper
200 Sheets

I
I

Spiral Notebook
70 Sheets

99~

:

59'~

limit 2 With Coupon
:
t!!u.!-!?!9__ .J

I

I
I
I
I
I

Reg 69¢

MEAD

I
L
__G~!

Limit 4 With Coupon
:
Good thru 8-27-89 _.J

i5'iscoUntDen CoupOn - ,
Reg 1.59
I

:

MEAl)

:

30's

I
I

Typing Paper
200 Sheets

I
I

49~

:

1.39

limit 2 With Coupon
;
L_ G!!t~.!-!?!9__ .J

Limit 2 With Coupon
I. __~t!!u.!-E!9__

I
I
I

MEAD

:

I
I

Indt:x Cards
3x5,4x6,5x8

I
I

45~

:I

Reg 1.19

'.'EAD

I
I

Spiral Notebook
100 Sheets

: ;

994

L __~~ t~u~::~9__ .J
r-~ooUniDenCoupOn-'
Reg 1.39
I

1

:

Limit 4 With Coupon

I
I

MEAl)'

:

:

r-OisCO~tDen~~-'
Reg 1.69
I

I:

MEAD

1
::
I I

1.19

1

Limit 4 With Coupon
1
Good thru 8-27-89 _.J

1 .39

..

I

Limit 4 With Coupon
L __G~thru 8-27-89

I

Reg 3.49

;"""NIO,

2.87
Limit 2 With Coupen

ENVELOPES

:

Business 50's
Regular 100's

I
I

:I

...

I
I

I

69~

36 Exposure

T-SHIRT

I

,
I
I
I
I
I

SIU
Imprinted

I

6.99

-l5'isoouni'!>en eoupOn- ,

:

TDK SA 90· :

MAXELL XL II :

~

I

I
I.

90 Minute
Blank Cassette

I
I

1.99

\

,I ~I

I
I
Limit 10 With Coupon
I
1._
_.J

- rns'COUnt~eri CoupOn - ,
Reg 7.99
I

i - OiscountDen ~upOn - ,
I
Reg 8.99
I

I

:

TANK TOP
SIU
Imprinted

6.99

: :

rI

: SWEATSHIRT : :
,
I

13.99 :

7.99

r -

I

OisCXluntDeii Co~pon
Reg 3.29

.

.R~2.59

' ..

so minut~

Blank Cassette

1.99

I
'I'
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I

r-

IMAXELL XL 11-5:

COMPACT
DISC

I
I

:

2.39

I

DisooUnt"'Oen COupOn - ,
Reg 24.89

•

I

Dis';,unt
Reg 31.89'

2.79

I
I
I
I
I
Limit 2 With Coupon
I
L __GMttru002'17.:29__ .J
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Reg 19.99

,L __________
Limit 1 With Coupon
.JI
Good tluu 8-27-89
I

I

I

,

Reg 1.99

i

: MAXILL XL II : •IMAXELL XL II-5 •1 : EXTENSION :

cassette.

190 Minute Blank
! 10 pack wI Free XL II-S ,

:
I
I

19.89

: : 23.89

Limit 2 With Coupon
,
Good thru
8-27-89
______
.JI

i - DiscoUnt"D;i CoupOri - ,
•

Reg 1.29

CORD
190 Minute Blank Cassette I 1: 10 pack wI Free MX : 1 9 f t . Brown

I
Limit 2 With Coupon
I
I. __G.2.0.2.t~.J-17~__ .J

I

1.59

:

:

Lir)"lit 2 With Coupon

:

I. __~t!ru.!;:!~ _..i

r-

i - DTs'COuntD;i COupOn •

I

Reg 11.89

:

90 Minute
Blank Cassette

99 ~

I
I

190 Minute Blank cassette I
I
10 pack
•

I

•

:

I
I

I
I

DisCOUnt'DGn CoupOr.-

I 15.99

,
I
I

3.99

I
Cordura
' B a c k Pack

9.95

Limit 10 With Coupon
:
i.. ___~,!t!!u.!-E!9__ .J

r-

CRATES

: EAST PACK

Super Savers

:

I

r-

I

90 Minute
Blank Cassette

Reg 4.99

STORAGE

Limit 2 With coupon
:
1. __~~.!.:!?;!~_.J

Discount Den Special

I
I

.:

-oisCOumDen COupon

I

Dl's'COunt"neri CoupOn - ,
.•eg 3.29
,

I

,
,,,

:

Umlt 10 With Coupon
I
__G~~u
_.J

:MAXELL UR 90: :MAXELL UR 90::

I
I AA Alkaline Batteries I
: Bonus Pack-6 Batteries:

---.,'

T·SHIRT

•

I

I
I

__~t~~-:?:!9__ .J

: : ENERGIZER

Limit 4 With Coupon
I
_ _ G.2o.s.t~ru.J·Z7.J9__ .J

'I

Reg 8.99

7.99

Limit 4 With Coupon
:
L __G2,0!!.t!!u.!·E!9__ .J

SIU Imprinted

Discoimi'5eii COupOn -

,
SIU Imprinted
I
100% Cotton
I
I
I
Limit 4 With c"upon
_
IL _______
Good thru 8-27·89

:

SHORTS

II

7.99

i - msooUnt"Oen C'oi;"pOri - ,
I
Reg 15.99
I

- rnsrountDen co~po~ - ,
Reg 9.99
I

TANK ~OP

I
SIU Imprinted
I
I
100% Cotton
I
I
I
I
I
...
I
I
Limit 4 With Coupon
1
L __G.2.0~;!!u.2E~9__ .J

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
...
I
limit 4 Wnh Coupon
I. __G~o!t~u.2-E~9__ .J

CrewNeck
SIU Imprinted'

1.09
Limit 2 With Coupon

r

- DisooUnt"Oen Co';;"pOn - ,
Reg 2.29
1

}

I
L _ .-G.2.D2.tllru.JE~!!.. _ .J
Limit 4 With Coupon

2 liters

ao,c:)d Thru 3-27-89

r- -rnsooUntO:an Co';:;"~n- ,
,

COKE
DIE' COKE

Roll •••.....••.•• Reg; 6.99.••..•..•••••.3.49•••.•••.••.••••• 6.38

Limit 2 With Coupon
__G~o!!.t~u.2-.~..7~~ _.J

Rag 7.99

rnsCOuntoeii ~upOn
Reg 1.39

I
I Color Print Film
I 12 Exposure RolI ............. Reg. 2.69..••••••.•••
Disc••.•••.••••. Reg. 3.29 ••..•.•....•••1.49................2.78
I 15 Exposure
24 Exposure Roll. •••••..••••. Reg. 4.29 ...•..•••.•••.2.49................4.38

:

}

I;

__G~~.!::.!:'_.J

I

:

I

DIET COKE;

Cherry Coke, & Diet I
12 oz. Cans 12-PBck I

:

I
I

I

r - i5is'CO~t'Den ~';pOn - ,

... -/5Tsoount"Oen CoupOn - ,
Reg 89¢

:I

lliiiiiiiijl~~~

...
I
limit 2 W1h Coupon
I
I
L __G~!!.t~u.2-~!:.~9_. _.J

I

I

: 3 Subject Notebook
I 5 Subject Notebook I
I
120 Sheets
I I
150 Sheets
I

i -l5'l'scountDen Coupon - ,
I
Reg 5ge
I

:

I

: :

Umit 4 With Coupon
L __~t!!u.!-E!9__

: :I

:

:

i5'iscount"5en coupOn - ,

I

: :
r-

r - OiscounlDen Co';;'pOn - ,

I

r-

rnscoillliDen CoupOn Reg 1.19

: :

DENNISON

: :

...

I
I

r-

Hi-Filter
I
I I
1 IRegular & Fluorescentl

19~

:I

i5'isCOUntDen CoupOn - ,
Reg 6ge
I

I
I

DTscoUriiDen COupon
Reg 1.49

FUN TAK
Reusable
Adhesive

------_tlllliliil

::

I
I
I
Limit 10 With Coupon
I
L. __G~t!:!!:u~·17.:29__ .J

9.89

: I

I
I
I
Limit 2 With Coupon
I
L __G.2?!Lt~u.J-Z7.J9__ .J

1.19

I.
Limit 1 With Coupon
I. __Goo
__
d t_hrU_8-_27_-89__

r--------------------------I
Domino's Pizza

Colombian hit squads·
begin terror campaign
BOGOTA, Colombia (uPll
- Drug-financ-ed hit squads
blew up political offices and
torched politicians' houses
Thursday in a self-declared
"total war" against Colombian
officials seeking to extradite
cocaine kingpins to the United
States for trial.
The so-called "Extraditables" commando group
claimed responsibility for the
wave of terror in a stdtement
delivered to Colombian news
media and warned of further
attacks against a wide range
of targets.
•'We declare total war on the
government, on the industrial
and political oligarchy, on
journalists who have attacked
and abused us, on )udges who
have sold out to the government, on extraditing
magistrates, Ola the presidents
of trade unions and on all who
have attacked us," the
statement said.

In Bogota, the capital,
Minister of Defense General
Oscar Botero said Colombia
would "meet the challenge of
the cocaine terrorists, " indicating the government would
not back down from its pledge
to root out and extradite drug
cartel leaders.
The government also
released the names of 11
people it described as British
or Israeli mercenaries who
allegedly were hired as instructors fo.. drug-financed
commando units or right-wing
dea 'h squad...
The
Extraditables,
described by police as an
organization of hit squads
trained and financed by the
drug cartels, have claimed
responsibility in, the past for
the slayings of numerous
judges, police officers· and
journalists, including the
assassinations of Justice
Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla
in 19114 and Attorney General
Carlos
Mauro Hoyos in 1988.
The so-called
Most of the attacks Thursday were in Medellin, a
"Extraditables"
pr')Vincial capital 170 miles
commando group
liorth of Bogota and home of
the world's largest cocaine
claimed responsibility cartel,
according to U.S. drug
for the wave of terror officials.
.
Police
said a bomb exploded
in statement to
Thursday in the offices of
opposition Social Conservative
Colombian news
Party, killing passerby Oscar
media and warned of Marin,
32. Another bomb
explosion ripped through the
further attacks.
offices of the New Liberalism
The attacks represented the Party, causing an estimated
first reprisals by drug traf- $164,500 damage but no
.
fickers since Friday, when casualites.
The New Liberalism group is
President . Virgilio Barco
promised to extradite the a· faction within the riiling
leaders of narcotics rings to Liberal Party formerly led by
the United States, where many slain presidential' candidate
of them face trial for drug Sen. Luis Carlos Galan.
Galan's assassination during a
wfenses.
political rally Frida:' prompColombian authorities also ted me g~-ernmeJ1t cracll:dOWD
have arrested thousands of. on drug trafficll:ers.
.
suspected drug traffickers and
Police defused two other
confiscated their property in a bombs at the Medellin offices
sweeping crackdown following of the national radio networks
the slayings last week of a RCN and Caracol, authorities
superif)l' court judge, a police said.
chief and a leading
Sus~ted drug gangs also
presidential candidate, all of set fires that destroyeci the
whom had taken a stand ranch homes of fe-rmer
against drug trafficking in treasury minister Edgar
Colombia, the source of most Gutierrez Castro and Sen.
of the cocaine consumed in the Velez Escobar in Medellin's
United States.
outskirts, police said.
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I

Lunch and Late Night Special
Between 11 am,2pm and After 8 pm
Purchase a 12" one item pizza w/two Cokes

le'l $5.95.549,C"IIUs~
.. 30.)0
I

-
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COPIES

COLLATING AT NO CHARGE
(Auto-Fed 8 1/2K II, 20# Bond)

SELF-SERVICE AVAILABLE
Egyptian Photo & Copies
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BUENOS AmES, Argentina
The new government

Menem.
who
was
inaugurated on July 8,
repeated during the election
favors granting pardons to campaign be opposed granting
military officers accused of pardons or amnesty to officers
buman rights abuses and those accused of rebellion and
on trial for rebellion, Defense human rights abuses,
Minisu-.r ItaloArgentinoLuder,
In his la~t statement to
said Thursday.
that effect, Menem said
The pardons would be ap- Wednesday in a news conpJied "on a case-by-case ference in Brazil, when asked
basis" and would be granted about the possibility of his
by Menem before the end of
the year, the minister said.
According to government responsibility, as president of
sources, those who might be the Argentines."
pardoned incll.de five ex"Argentina can't live in the
military junta members
serving long jail sentences on past, .. he said. "The time has
come
to pacify emotions and
convictions for responsibility
for the murder and torture of proceed with courage to bring
9,000 political prisoners, reconciliation to Argentina."
another 18 senior officers who
The pardons would be a third
are under trial for the human concession to officers who took
rights abuses, and the officers part in the S(H2lled "dirty
involved in three rebellions war" in the 1970s when
against the government of suspected political dissidents
President Rdul Alfonsin.
and terrorist sympathizers
"After analyzing all the routinely di5appeared during
alternatives, we are inclined miiitary rule.
toward granting a pardon,"
In 1987· President Alfonsin,
Luder said in a news conference Thursday with foreign under pressure from middle
correspondents based in rank auJ junior office" '"
granted two amnesties.
Buenos Aires.
(UP!) -
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COUNTRY SATURDAYS (8:30 -12:30)

WHAT

717 S. Illinois Ave.Carbondale

Fred's Isn't laid back. Fred's
isn't Image. Fred's Isn't
plastic. Fred's Is a party,
Fred's Is celebration, Fred's is
the fun of a Polish wedding,
except the music Is country.

IS
FRED'S?
WHO
GOES

529-1439

Miners and College professors,
single students and entire
families, Fred's Is a place
where everyone feels
comfortable. People come to
Fred's to celebrate everything.

THERE?
WHAT
DO

Besides a great time... Fred's
serves the food and setups.
(Bring your own cooler and cut
costs.)

THEY
SERVE?

APPEARING THIS WEEKI

Up to $150 Rebate
BILL GLODICH HONDA
"S" SONS & ft2ft PRINCESSES
209-17 WEST MAIN
WEST FRANKFORT, IL 62896

BAND: OLD 37
WITH WAYNE HIGDON ON FIDDLE
SPECIAL EVENT: KEN CARLYSLE
AND THE CADILLAC COWBOYS
ARE COMING BACK - SEPTEMBER 1SJ1!

932-6313 OR 932-6644
FREE DELIVERY .

TO RESERVE A IABi.1 CALL 549-8221

. n
John A. Logan College _ . . ..;.. .
The Special
. " . .~ Consensus

~Rf
MANC~' .' .
'D
'~.'

·

Bluegrass Band

.i-· 'M~ndaY, September 25

~

O'NeD AudHorium
Curtain: 7:30 pm. for all shows
ENJOY ALL 9 PERFORMANCES FOR ONLY $30.00
or Buy Individual TIckets

of President Carlos Menem

~rg:~!Sd~=~:::U~

~"\,o')

~
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New Argentine govemment
favors pardons for officers

___ _

Vin
Cheng-Zong

....
..,'

A Christmas Collage
Best Songs of Christmas Past.nd Present

Musical Direction - Karen Sala
Theatrical Direction - Gary Kent
Friday. December 1, and Satuff1ay. DBcember 2

.Splendor in the Grass
Academy-Award Winning Play
Direction, Gayle Davenport
Friday. March 2, and lSatuff1ay. March 3

International
Pianist
Monday, February 5

•

,-

The
Chestnut
Brass
Company
Renaissance
Music to Ragtime
Monday, March 19

Spring Music Concert
Show tunes, song and dance
Direction, Karen Sala
Thursday, ApriJ 5, and Friday, April 6

Plano Quartet

The Dwarf Factory

Tuesday, Mayl

A Comedy about Size
Direction, Steve Falcone
Friday, April 27, and Saturday. ApriJ 28
Fer meMlioM .nd 1IIIormallon, call John A.1.ogan College .. one 01 .. l0II-I... numbtre: CarbondeIt _

-

S4~7335;

Du Quoin .... -

S42-8612;~rin_-U5_3141;WHlF....1d0ll--137-3431;andClabO'CIwd,GtandTDII..,andTrIco ...... -1-80().8S1-4720.
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Sociology professor· narned
head of Women's Studies
By University News Service

Kathryn B. Ward, associate
professor
of sociology at
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale, has been named
coordinator of SIU's Women's
Studies program. She replaces
Linda R. Gannon, professor of
psychology, in the half-lime
coordinator's position.
Ward took over the job on Aug.
14.
·She's a n~tural for the

position," said Lon R Shelby, markets, political economy and
sociology Chairperson. ·She's social movements.
Ward is the editor of "Women
worked on vinually every task
and
Global
force and in every women's group Workers
on this campus, and her courses Restructuring,· set fm- publication
are at the core of the women's next spring by ILR Press. Her
flfSt book: on the women's status
studies cwriculum."
A faculty member since 1982, and fertility worldwide was
published
by Praeger Publishers
Ward has \aught courses in "TheSexes in the Modern World: in 1984.
"Race and Ethnic Relations:
"Sociology of Gender: and
She is an advisory editOr for
"Women in Social and Economic "The Sociological Quarterly."
Development." Her research has Ward, 33, graduated from Fort
focused on fertility, labor Hays State University in 1977.

SIU-C FORENSICS Team is
open to any fruldent interested in
sharpening his/her thinking or
presentation skills.
For
more information call Jeff at 4531896.
SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS
Christian Singles Organization
invites all singles in die tri-state
to come to their "Golfing,
Gabbing and Goodies" night,
Saturday at 6:30. This event will
be held at die Mahoney Park in
Eldorado, Illinois. For further
information and directions call
Kathy at 273-6711 or John at
995-2912.

Student's play takes first in national contest
By UnlversHy News Service
At age 27, Denise K. Dillard
has already achieved what many
young playwrights will only
dream about.
Dillard, a master's ('egree
student in theater at Southern
Illinois University- Carbondale,
won the American College
Theater Festival's National
Student Playwriting Award this
year and tra\"eled 10 Washington,
D.C.,1O see her play, "Blue Collar
,Blues,· performed in the
'Kennedy Center's huge Terrace
Theater.
"The play's political jokes went
over preuy big in Washington:
said Dillard, who lives in
Pado::ah, Ky
"Jabs against the Republicans
got a nice laugh. but the soybean

and collOn jokes didn't fare as
well."
"BIUt'; Collar Blues" takes place
at Que..'ll City Beauty Shop, the
Wagon Wheel Bar and radio
station KARK in fictitious
Coffee, Ark. When the town's
sewing
machine
factory
amlounces it will close up shop
and move 10 Argentina. townsfolk
are devastated but attempt to go
00.

The slOry is that of lost jobs,
hopes and dreams, of rocky
marriages, of an all-to-familiar
~ituation which confronts rural
America.
"Counny hits set the tone; you
even hl"M on-the-air contests,"
said Dillard who came by much
of the radio material first hand in
1985 as the nighttime voice of
country station WJRD in
Tuscaloosa, ,6Ja.

.Police Blotter
A 38-year-old Carbonda.le
woman 'Was arrested Wednesday
QI\ cbqes of un\awful use of a
weapon and aggravated assaull
after threatening a 15-year-old

An SID student was arrestr.d in
the 700 block of E. Washington
St. shortly after midnighf

:-Ie~
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Miller Rock Network Presents

l'(Y .

Co 1

THE DUSTERS

I HAPPY HOUR

J

,13 Been ::. A Buck

l

.

J

HAPPY HOUR
For 1
Drinb

M~ed

WELCOME BACK FACULTY.
AND STUDENTS

E~".

_ _t14f-

.f/n-,l#,&Hwy 51 NorIh Induatrlal P.rk Dr.

coup:

549-2343

@O(!D @~~~[1~~@)O[ii)®
CLINICS: Thursday - Friday, Aug. 24.,.,25 5pm - ~m
Monday - Wednesday, Aug 28-30 5pm - 8pm
TRYOUTS: Thursday, Aug 31, 5:00pm

Place: sm Arena
For more info.
Call: 536-3393

You must attend 2 clinics
to be able to try out
(Wednesday is mandatory!)

B
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701 S. University
Carbondale, IL
549-7347
(restrictions apply)
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Top 40 Hits

Save on "Amtrak Tickets at

Page

Everything 50% off
Rosebud Flower
and gift boutiques

Dance to Your
.Favorite

Ride the Rails to Chicago
$78.00 Roundtrip

~

Thurs & Fri 9 to 5
Sat 9 to 3

1U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.:

Vel"

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

,..

Christian H. Moe, chairperson
of SlUC's theater department,
hopes 10 see "Blue Collar Blues"
produced at sru-c next summer
and says Dillud's success is
"quite a nice

Moving Sale!

~

~!~~:~
o ~'\

E..•....

polish it.
"I hoped 10 finish by August,
but now it looks like May, "said
Dillard, who returns 10 sru-c full
time this fall.
Her other plays include
"Infatuations on the Seventh
Floor,· which describes as "the
yuppie play of die decade: and
"Exposure by Express," a slOry
about a llewspaper editor driven
to drink by a professional
mistake. SlUe ,roduced the
laller during its 1988 Summer
Playhouse season.

~LW!11~

Hospital.

juvenile.
Thursday and charged widl public
Eunice Ann Higgins, 303A E. coosumption of alcohol.
Elm, was arrested at 9:30 p.m. by
Carbondale Police.
Edwin R. Dooley, 22, was
Higgins was injured in the stopped by University Security
altercation and transported to the police and was released shortly
Jack.'WD County JI'':1 after being aftcz with a notice 10 appear in
treated at Carbondale Memorial city court Sept. ll •
.

Afler walking awa), with blueribbon honors from the
University of Minnl,;sota at
Duludl in 1!l87-88, Dillard then
ente:~" the national thealer
contest again the following year.
This tine around Minnesota's
troupe was even more particular.
Dillard's script beat out more
than 800 others and proved itself
when UM-D's production of
"Blue Collar Blues" sailed 10 a
first-place fmish.
Spoils from the competition
include a contract 'With the
William Morris Agt'ncy, which
represents leading playwrights,
and Samuel French Inc., one of
the country's top play publiShing
houses. French will publish "Blue
Collar Blues:
But first Dillard has 10 trim and

Refreshments served

......

-no cover816 S. Illinois Ave., Carbondale, 1162901
(acr{jlss from Me Donalds)

Reduced French naval force reaches Leban
BEIRur,Lebanon (UP!)-

France reduced its naval force
headiD, towanll...ebaoon and the
wanllipl. ~ 10 slow their

1dYaIICO~...

die)' tnIised

lea; thair. ailes froa the
Le.l!anelCtCiItIl;far out of mage
of bostile Syrian and Moslem
militia artiUery.
Tbe

S~iaiJ.-baclted·

forces have Ihreatened

Moslem

to

fJl'e on

tbe Frencb sbips and stage
relaliatory auacks inside France if
the naval fm:e inteJvenes to help
Cbristian forces in Lebanon's
civil war.
Tbe Soviet Union and tbe
United Nations, meanwbile,
launcbed fresh efforts 10 balt the
civil war and resume Arab
League effons to the same end in

Lebanon.
In Paris, Frencb Defense
Minister
Jean
Pierre
Cbevenement announced a
reduction in the eigbt-ship French
force, saying a destroyer and an
oil tanker were being relieved of
duty and a frigate was being
pulled back.
Tbe move left the aircraft

carrier Focb, an oil tanl:er, two
frigates and a landing ship
stationed off lbe coast of
LeNnon•. '
FreDell .offkials. 'jJJYe . eo .

tbat we have tbe rigbt to act
freely.
"We will fight the FreDell on
our shores," Berri said.
. . ~ IkzboIIah c~ said
ellplaaau. farlk ~.' "we will coa#ronl France, Iraq
the force, which ~e a.' . . Christians &ogeIber."
diplOlJl8C)' gaine411lO111C11t11D1 and'
According to sources and
while the Moslems maintained., witnesses, Syria and its allies
anti-French rhetorical war.
have beefed up positions around

French and Lebanese sources said the
French ships were still at least 180 miles
from the Lebanese coast, well out of danger
from Syrian and Moslem cannons.
The latest warnings were made
Thursday by Nabih Berri, chief of

the beleagured Christian enclave
in

tbe pro-Syrian Shiite Amal
militia, and Abbas AI Mousawi. a
ranking leader in the anti-Western
HezboUab group, during a Shiite
rally in the southern port city of
1}rre.
Berri said "as the French
president said Ihat 110 me bas the
right to dictate what France
sOOuld do in Lebanon, I declare

preparation to wage II wide·scaJe
batt.le to try to defeat the
Christians or weaken their mOl'l'.ie
prior to possible negotiations.
Iran and Syria have recentlx
mended fences between Amal
and HezboUab - which had been
locked in a bitter power struggle by forming a new strategy to
give the local militias a greater

military role.
France bas said ilS ships were
to aid ~ 7,000 FmU ciw.c.
and deliver food aad ~..
but Syria', aUies ~~ .....
~Jad to t.:t the CIIrisa-.

_.

N mlrJdaY TbulsIIay, Lebaaae
naval' SO~ IOld the Christi..run l'oice of Lebanon radio
slation that the Frencb vessels,
including 1he Focb, were located
12 miles from the shore, but the
radio station later retracted that
report.
French and Lebanese sources
said late Tbmsday that the French
ships were still at least ISO miles
tiom the Lebanese coast, weD out
of danger from Syrian and
Moslem cannons
that are
maintaining a nearly 6-monlh-old
siege around Christian barbors.
Tbe ships were reponed about
200 miles from tbe coast
Wednesday night
"We will consider a sbip
approaching our coast as a
military target,"said Brig, Sami
AI Kbateeb, the chief of Moslem
army brigades.
"Tbe Frenc!~ arc: making a

Bn~mnentNoUce

I

- - Live Music by - - - - ,

r-- The. Jim Skinner Band
1_
11pm-4am

"'__"

~_

_

$2 cover Bring your own booze
For your safety we prefer cans
Located on Rt. 51 South

549-7231

~,.
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Compact Disc
Sale
10.000 MANIACS

IN MYTIl,8E

_-=.0.,- ,..
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ute. Reg.• Draft

13$9.99
Coors case

Reg., Ugh', -ex. Gold CCDl$

12pk

.~$4.99
Heineken
6pk NR's
Light or Dark

White Zinfandel
75Om! (mIX a match)

::::-2for

~ Ylneyc.ds $7.99

Bartles Be James

and

$9.95 -up

4 packs,

$:'99

f;.,~

M
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available

Stolichnaya

,

• LIMITED TIME ONLYII

Vodka 750ml

Yago
Taylor
Cartier
Mogen David

_~lm'

[Q]m
-.-.-

$4.99

$8.99
Napa RIdge

~

-HUNDREDS OF DISCS AT A
BLOWOUT PRICE!
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~
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O

H
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99¢or$9.99
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Poll: U.S. would support educational changes
WASHINGTOl\; CUPIl - A
majority of Americans would
support a sweeping array of
educational changes ranging
from higher school taxes to a
national curriculum and the
doctrine of choice espoused by
President Bush, a poll showed
Thursday.
The 21st annual Gallup-Phi
Delta Kappa poll of attitudes
on public: education indicates
Americans are moving away
from such traditions as the
neighborhood school and local
control of education in search
oJf alternatives, said John

Rowley, president of PDK, the
education fraternity.
"The public seems to be
ready for some traditionshattering changes in the
policies that govern our public
schools," Rowley told a news
conference.
However, when asked to
grade their local schools, 43
percent of those polled gave
them an A or a B, up from 40
percent last year and a low of
31 percent in 1983. Four percent failed their schools, the
same as the last two years.
The survey of 1,584 adUlts

last spring found 60 percent
favored choice - defined as
the right of students and
parents to ehoose which public
school in their communities
the students will attend.
Thirty-one 'percent were opposed.
In contrast to previous polls
that found most Americans
wanted less federal influence
in education, 69 percent nf
those surveyed said they
support a required national
curriculum, 70 percen~. back
national achievement standards and 77 percent favor

standardized national testing.
The study also found for the
first time that the p"blic
favors, 48 percent to 44 percent, increasing the amount of
time a student spends in
school. But the authors
cautioned "no decisive
majority has emerged" on the
issue.
Eighty-three percent of
those surveyed said more
should be done to improve
public schools in poor areas
and 62 percent said they would
pay higher taxes for that
purpose.

"The pi,1blic is mQre
receptive to higher taxes. This
is .. , a major change," Alec
Gallup, co-author of the study
and co-ehairman of the Gallup
Organization, said. "In the
past, they almost invariably
said 'no' to higher taxes."
Education Secretary Lauro
Cavazos hailed the poll as
evidence Americans support
the administration on choice,
which it believes will force
schools to improve so they can
keep their students.

Medical'school applicants down
BOSTON CUPI) - The
l:ompelition to become a
doctor in the United States has
continued to slacken, a new
report showed Thursday.
The number of students
applying to U.S. med'.cal
schools dropped again for the
19118-89 school year, and the
academic credentials of those
accepted dipped slightly,

f~~rdll;: ~~~ri~n:a~~~

Association.
"There's been a slow but
steady decline in applications
for about the last eight to 10

~~i~~~t ::.:a~ o?~~~r~

Association of American
Medical
Colleges
in
Washington acknowledged
m~ical schools are concerned
about the drop in applicants
and have stepped up
recruitment. But preliminary
data for the 1989-1990
academic year are more encouraging, he said.
- ----------

Experts blamed the
drop in applicants on
t't' ~
compe liOn rom
other professions, a
diminished public
image of doctors, the .
high cost of medical
school and other
factors.

Division of Undergraduate
Education, said.
"1 thir.k the medical sC;}ools
a nd the AMA are concerned
ahout it. They want to make
silre they are going to be able
hI fill their classes with high"The applications for '89
fjllality students," Barzansky,
show a slight increase over
II ho co-authored the report
pubHshed in the Journal of the last year's. So we are a little
American
Medical bit encouraged that the decline
is not aJ)parently continuing,
',3sociation, said.
R; -hard Randlett of the 0," is reaching a stable level,"

---------...,,=...-

he said.
The number of students
applying to medical schools in
the United States peaked in
1974, when 42,624 hopefuls vied
for acceptance.
But there were only 26,721
applicants to U.S. medical
schools for the 1988·1989
academic year, 1,402 fewer
than the previous year, the
new report said.
Medieal schools accepted
17,108 of the applicants, or one
student for every 1.6 applying,
the report said. The acceptance ratio was one to 1.7
the year before and one to 2.2 a
decade earlier.
Exper:S blame the deeline
on myriad factors, i»cludling
competition from ,. tier
professions, a diminished
public image of doctors,
reports of a possible ,hysician
glut an~ the high cost of going
to medical school.
An accompanying report

~~~I s~~oors~~~~~ew:!
graduate in debt continued to
increase in 1988.

-*** •• *******************
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Is All It Takes"
~
•
Frozen Yogurt & Soft Serve
We also serve tasty sandwiches & drinks
We proudly feature Columbo Frozen Yogurt

•

~
•

The Corner of Mill and University

t..

CELLAR

~*~

!« "One Little Taste
t

COMEDY"

HOURS: Monday-Saturday -11am to 10 pm
Sunday - 12:30 to 10 pm

~

~

)If-

-e'sChicago's

Bad Boy Bill
Fri. & Sat. Hight
Frida}
~
Happy Hour
StaDd.up COIDI!CIy u one 01 the biQMt hila ill - , . . . world 01
_
At comedydubo aU_the --.".the_iII
the~_"""'·emJauebine.
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"""_comedy

the~cauv_

1op00lllic0 ate prioe ....... _lrican _
every Wednesday Diehl this fall at the
JIIQIIIioo 110"""'"", iD.ci_
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Red Cross operation sends
East German refuges west
BONN, West Germany
(UPI) - More than 100 East
Germans left the East bloc for
the West with the blessing of
the Hungarian government in
a unique Red Cross operation
after weeks of refuge in Bor.Ii's
embassy in Budapest, officials
said Thursday..
The humanitarian operation,
kept secret until just before the
cttizens' emigration to the
West, was the first legal
exodus of East Germans from
a country allied to East
Germany under the Warsaw
Pact, the East bloc military
alliance.
Without directly mentioning
the event, the official East

Gene opens

door to treat
fatal disease
TORONTO <UPO
Researchers Thursday hailed
the discovery of the cystic
fibrosis gene as possibly "the
roost importaJ.t tool ever" for
preventing and treating the
most common inherited fatal
disease in North America.
At a news conference to
announce the medical
milestone, Dr. Lap-Chee Tsui
of the University of Toronto
~id "we have achieved an
important step" in the fight
against the disorder, which
afflicts about 33,000 U.S.
citizens.
A team headild by Tsui and
University of Michigan's Dr.
Francis Collins reported it has
identified the gene responsible
for cystic fibrosis. They were

KOPIES' & MORE
NEW LOCATION

4¢COPIES

arrived at the embassy
Wednesday with travel
human
smuggling, documents· for the stunned
East Germans before flying
reminiscent of the Cold War. "
But West German officials them to Austria.
The officials said tlutt for
praised Hungary for allowing
the East Germans to leave the security reasons the East
Hungarian capital and fly to . Germans were not told in
advance of the operation,
the West.
Government officials in carried out in conjunction with
Bonn said all 108 East Ger- Hungarian authorities and ti.e
mans who took refuge for local Red Cross society.
More than 200 East Germans
weeks in the Budapest embassy arrived in West Ger- are still in Bonn's diplomatic
missions
in East Berlin and in
many after a flight to Austria
by the Red Cross Wednesday the Czechoslovakian capital of
night.
.
Prague, hoping to force the
They said members of the hardline communist East
Geneva-based International German government to grant
Committee of the Red Cross them exit visas.
German news agency lashed

out at what it termed "the

--i1i

UniVErsity Christian
Ministries

~

0"

-

809 S. Illinois Ave. 529

8 1/2 x 11 and 8 1/2 x 14 pJam while paper

6 Self-Service Copiers get you In and out fast.

CLASSIC CAR CARE & LIMOUSINE
Back to School Special

.J_.

~. 7v~ $29.95
.$:It

Vans & Trucks Slightly More
. . August 23rd thru September 24th .

~

220 S. Washington
529-3814

Would you like to study the Bible?
An extension course by the
North Central Bible College
on

Look.ing For A Community

THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS

To Become Involved With?

(Matthew, Mark, Luke)

Join Us on Sundays for
dinn€r 6 p.m.
worship 7 p.Ol.
an ecumenical Campus ministry sponsored by:

3 HOUR CREDIT CLASS
4:00·5:30 Mondays and Wednesdays
class begins on Monday, Aug. 28th

UnHed Church of Christ
Presbyterian Church (USA)
913 S. Illinois Ave. (At Grand)
Interfaith Center

For information, call
The Student Ministries Center
(of the Assembly of God)

Cburcb of the Bretbreo
Cbrlstian Cbun:h (Asapres)
1he Reg. Karen Knodt,
canpus minis~ 549-7387

501 WEST MAIN ST.

"1. thorough knowledge of the Bible
is worth more than a COllege education."
~~eR_-'t

TUF

. "I..ve can finally look
into the eyes of
children and young
'adults with cystic .
fibrosis and tell them
that the door to their
future has been
·opened.-

Your Choice

HEINEKEN

SIMPATIC~O

\i 3
>.

. CORONA

~

-Dr. Francis Collins

99

~

.

6pk 12 02 NRS

also able to pinpoint the major
defect on the gene that causes
the disease in the majority of
patients. .
Discovery of the cystic
fibrosis gene opens the way for
long-awaited screening tests
among the general population
to determine which -couples
are at risk of having afflicted
babies. Previouc;ly, doctors
were only able to offer analysis
ro £amilies with a history of
cystic' fibrosis to determine
.who might pass on the disease.
About one in 20 Americans
carry the cystic fibrosis gene.
A person must inherit two

d~:evle:SI'oponO:thfe:::diseaf!1~sethti.~~:

,

.1
.

OR

MATILDA BAY

99
•

$1.1iO ~abatelBartles & JaymeS

I

1.7Sl WITH 1 FREE320Z
TROPICANA ~E JUICE

Salel1.49
3

A

4 900 1\~_~_:"_41:'

A eba tf;

8

CUE.RVO ESPECIAL
GOLD TEaU ILA

"

8

750ml

99

"We finally have what may
FREEMRANDMRS.T
be the most important tool
ever for completely unAflBrRebate
MARGARITAa.tIX
derstanding cystic fibrosis and ...----------+--,,~""A._.,\..~'
developing the most comLADY VELVET
prehensive treatments,"
Collins, whose fintlings will be
SCHNAPPS
published Sept. 8 in the journal
sc:::t: :ing , president of
the Cystic Fibrosis FOUDdation, called the gene
discovery
the
"most
significant
scientific
breakthrough" in the fight
against the disease in the past
Cour decades.

DEKUYPER
PEACHTREE

Your Chioce

BARTLES & JAYMES

3/1 0

99

6

. _:A

NEW
LEMONADETROPICANA

MARGARITA

~

SCHNAPPS

75OM. WITlf 1 FREE 320Z

,"u·,............._.

\40

9

STOLICHNAYA
VODKA 80° 750m!
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Friday
August 25
7pm-Late!
Doors Open at 6:30
Come Early, Stay Late

$1.99
The StU St

Annual (

Ed Fiala
9pm
Big Muddy Room

~

Live Remote

•••

lP'®®@1~

•••

8l~ ~(j M8ll1lk~@(I &m@l ~<ili7

".
!Jfefen'Tagfor, the famous

•

~~

B~O Wings
Egg Rolls
'Tacos

Sno-Cone$" Pizza .
Nachos .:u. funnel Cakes ....
Burgers _ Juinbo Cookies' :~

P5Uj]v[
1('E!it1YE1{
~ S~~~~. ~~~~~'h~::'~~I'I::~'~:'~~:')
tlie answer...
'WiIIyou...
~~~

1(T/(1U/.J"

y.

MINIATURE GOLF

/:

Student Center. International Lounge

:Fituf tIi.e fovt ofyo.'tT lifo?

~~

'i!ecome

.•

ncn a.ruiftmlQUS?

Live

w« 8O?

. .~.i. "':.~. i.i,.i. ;'.:.;:;::::i::::./:::':i,:,~::'-.,. ,. ,.~,~ ~____

G_reat_priz_e_S_III_ _ __

Take a Leap on the

,

\¥EI.I:IIIJ
'~ 111111.1.

Win
a Free loft
Rental,

~

Compliments 01
UnIVersity loft
Company529"3953
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DAVIO

~

7&9pm
AUDITORIUM

AL"OF
Biggest,

Blowout!
More
Entertainment
In One Nite
Than Ever
efore

CAGO'S FINEST

IctiOLAS
REMULIS
IAILROOMD
MAINSTAGE
8:30PM

LOCAL BAND SHOWCASE

J

J

* ;:~M~~~~Oe:9~~~!S. h"
* ACUTABUV JAZZ , , ' ,
Old
?;OOpm
* South
FOUR ON THE FLOOR
Patio 7:00pm - midnight
.* TIN PAN ALLEY
*~faM~I~~~~m 7:30p~
M~D BO~f!I_

On the Roof! 6:30pm

J

~'A~~ CatfkJ ~,~ ~"(11
ROMAN ROOM

I

:,/.,.,~
~

'>'-."
"

llpm
IDITORIUM
E ORIGINAL
.5HER CLASSIC"

~

/I

~

ALSO APP£ARING

IILIP SYNC K1DS II

q

llpm
GREAT PRIZES

I

RaMAH ROOM STACiE
9:30pm

SEASON
KICK-OFF
PEP RALLY

==============

Come get fired up with Footbal Head
Coach Bob Smith, Athletic Director
Jim Hart end select membenl of the
89-90 football teaml
F~. August 25 at 1:00 pm In the Student
Cen1er Hall of F _

1:15PM

"GIG STREET COMEDY"
8:15PM

Harmless T. Jester
8pmShow
Ball Room B
Harmless T. Jester, an outrageous
blend of comed~dI1, Juggler,
rITe eater, actor, clown, & self confessed professional
fool! Hannless will also be performing throughout the
Student Center during the "Carnival of Craziness."

OTHER CRAZINESS

* Trivial Pursuit

* Graffiti Tunnel
* V~.LfNK- Computer Giveaway
mM TS12 model 25, valued over $2700

* Dating Game
* Live Video Remotes
* Live Remote

wa

RADIO

Daily Egyptian, AUf,'lIsl 25, 19~9,
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Singer Nicholas Tremulis1eatured
tonight at Camival of Craziness
By Christine Broda
SlatfWriler

Nicholas Tremulis and 24- T
SPYZ may not have much in
common, but both win highlight
this year's Carnival of Craziness
in the Student Center tonight.
Nicholas Tremulis will bc-.gin 81
8:30 p.m. in Ballroom D. The
band will be making its second
appearance at the University

·since performing' at Springfest magazine has cal1ed them "an all1988. The 12 member group has black outfit that energetically
been described as a fusion of combines the freshest eIements of
rock, R&.B and funk.
Living Colour, Fishbone and
Th:mulis, it is said, has already Badbrains."
conquered the Chicago music
Admission to the bands is free
scene. He has sold out sbowsand after the initial $1.99 door fee to
and has received substan.aI air the Carnival is p:oid.
play on WXRT.
Local bands at the Carnival
24-7 SPYZ will begin at 11:30 will include Tin Pan Alley,
p.m. A combination thrash metal, Liquid, Night Soil Coolies and
funk, rap and reggae band, RIP Four on the Floor.

Park selVice marks 73rd year
WASHINGTON (UPI) _ to 50 nationaJ parks. In 1988, the
Smokey the Bear won't be there, combined park areas logged more
but his ranger friends will be on than 282.3 million visitors,
hand as the rest of the nation is Clevenger said.
Among the special National
invited to celebrate the 73rd
anniversary of the National Park Parks Day events are hourly
"staircase
tours" of the
Service Friday by visiting parks
from Yosemite to Shenandoah for WashingtOn Monument, offering
visitors a tare chance to see some
free.
"Congress declared that one of the 193 memorial stolles inside
day a year be a free day," said !he monumenL Except for limited
Park Service spokeswoman Anita exceptions, the SIaircase bas been
Clevenger. "AIl of the parts that closed to the public for many
charge an entrance fee get a free yCMS because of vandalism of the
stones.
day" Friday, she said.
In the Great Smoky Mountains
Many of the 354 "areas"
included in the national parks park, rangers will hand out
system will also sponsor special literature on the history of the
programs, she said, in honor of Park Service, including a free
the Aug. 25,1916, act of Congress trivia game. Sample question:
that established the National Park What was the first nationaJ park?
Answer: Yellowstone, approved
Service.
Those areas include national ~72 by President Ulysses
historic sites, monuments,
At Bryce Canyon Parle, Sen.
recreation areas, seashores, and
wild and scenic rivers in addition Ialce Gam, R-Utah, Rep. James

Hansen, R-Utah, and park
officials will panicipate in
ceremonies marking the historic
restoration and redevelopment of
the Utah park..
But Smokey the Bear, the
symbol admonishing Americans
to prevent forest fires whom
many Americans mistakenly
associate with the National Paries,
won't be on hand for the
festivities, according to Elsie
Cunningham, Smokey's official
public relations agent at the U.s.
Forest Se:rvice.
"No, the bear won't be there,"
Cunningham said. "Smokey is a
U.S. Forest Service Symbol. •..
We would love foc Smokey to be
tied in with the parks, but up to
this point the marriage hasn't
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$1.00
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8 - 11 pm with this Coupon
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(valid thru sept. 7,1989)
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L Phone 867-3131

Hwy 51 N. Desoto.J

Sun-Tues

412 E .walnut

10:30am-3am
Wed-Thun

Carbondale
549-7212

TACO

lOam-4am
Fri-Sat

we accept phone

orders for; pick-up

'BELL.

lOam-Sam

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Daily Specials
$1.99
$2.29
$3.29
$2.39
$3.29
$1.99
.49

Non. - Burrito Supremll & Small Drink
Tues.· 2 Taco Suprema & Small Drink
Wed.. Taco Salad & Small Drink
Thurs. - Nacho BeUgrande & Smali Drink
Fri. TM» Salad & Small Drink
Sat. - Steak FarRa & Small Drink
Sun.· Tacos 49~ (unlimited)

r------------------,

I
.
BUy A Burrito Supreme·
IL ______
And Get A 16 oz. Drink For ~5¢,

______

~L~2~~

I

I
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come about.

"He's probably going to be
doing his. ambassador work
somewhere else that day.ft

Bush fishes with Dutch minister
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine said they would 1iscuss sweeping
(UPl) - President George Bush changes throughout Europe.
"I think the prime minister
welcomed Danish Prime Minister
Pool Scb11l1er to his seaside borne would agree with me that there
Thursday, heralding changes in are fascinating changes taking
Europe he "couldn't have places in Europe - changes Ibat
predjclt'Jd.
he might not haw:: even prediCled
The overnight trip by Schlucr ••• and certainly changes so fast
and his new wife, Anne Marie that I couldn't have predicted
Vessel, was more of a pleasllR them just seven mooths ago when
visit than for international 1 became president of the United
consultations. BDlthe wcationing States'- Bush said.
The arrival coincided with
Bush took the opportunity to
salute his longtime friend and Busb's pledge of continued
relations between the U.S. and support for one remarkable sigo
Denmark, as "first class, strong in of change in Poland, where
eYClYway."
T~ ~ was elected
The two leaders, who met more pnme m'!llster m the fust ~n.
than a decade ago as ambassadors communist government smce
to the United Nations, speDl the WorldWarll.
afternoon boating and flSbing "I also salute President
but had to go into town to buy (Wojciech) Iarnzelski for bis
fish. Bush quipped "that's the political wisdom in endorsing a
only way I can get them." The government reflecting the
two leaden then had dinner at the genuine will of the Polish people,
president's family c:ompomd
and Solidarity, under the
Greeting Schluter at the Bush leadership of Lech Walesa, for its
estate earlier Thursday, the COOSIJUClive role in helping bring
president lauded signs of about a new beginning in
democratic reform in Poland and Poland," Bush said in a SlatcmenL
H

"These developments hold
promise not only for a peaceful .
democratic lnlnSition in Poland
but also foc a broader process of
European reconciliation, toward a
Europe wbcJe and free," Busb
said.

S hI
,- k
B
c liter s spo esman, ent
Skor, said Schluter and Busl>
would cfucuss che situation inEastera Europe, especially
Poland, and that Bush was
winning high marks for his role.
"The president is showing
• hiniseJf 10 be a deft professional.
He is chalking up high marks for
his European policies," Skor said.
Schluter is en route to Mexico
for an olIJCiaI visit and will leave
.Maine Friday morning. Bush has
invited Canadian Prime Minister
Brian MuIroney and his family 10 '
visit next week.
So far, Bush bas spent most of
his three-week vacation enjoying
sports - boating, golfmg, fishing
and even swimming in the cold
Atlantic Ocean.

SCULPTURE, from Page 5 - MARTIN MUNSON assistant Foundry makes getting art work
curator at th.": University Museum, shown easier", Munson said. "The
said cost is definitely a limiting Foundry gives students the
factor when student sculplors are opportunity to work on largedeciding on a medium for their scale sculpture. It's good
work, as well as the size and experience to get something in the
location.
ouldoor environmenL"
"A Jor of students have to
EVEN PROFESSIONAL
scam," said Munson, WDO is a
graduate student in sculpture. A sculrtors have problems getting
lot of sculpture material it their work displayed. Fredda
acquired fiOm government Brilliant's statue of the late sm
surplus, Munson said. "We get a Presidenl Morris almost didn't
lot of things from che Boneyard make it to campus. University
on McLafferty (Road)."
offICials had 10 struggle to obtain
One of Munson's sculptures, funding 10 have the bronze work
"Two Times Square," is being floWn from Paris wbere it-was
exhibited in the Art Foundry yard. cast
Made of scrap lumber, the wort:
The statue of Morris was
was inexpensive to create. "I unveiled in Morris Library in
spent like $3 on somt. washers 1983, wbere it stood until 1987,
and the rest I scarnmed," he said.
when it was placed outside on the
Having the eAhibit yard at the Old Main Mall.
Page 18, Daily Egyptian, August 2f, 1989

The University Museum has
been the leader in bringing
modem sculpture to campus.
Works by sucb internationally.
acclaimed artists as Ernest Trova
and Richard Hunt highlight the
collection, which is mostly from
SIU-C artists.
Walsh says be considers
Trova's work, "Av-Yellow
Lazenger," among the best on
campus. Trova, who resides in SL
Louis, has developed an intinwe
relationship with the
An
Foundry, where many of his
works have been C8Sl
Hunt's bronze sculpture,
"Starwalk," is another one of the
more Dotable works in the
Sculpture Garden. Another one of
Hunt's
works, "Running
Hybrids," is on display inside the
Student Center.
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Pizza317
• N.lllinois
Subs •Ave
Salads
Hrs, Sun-Thurs:l1am-lam Fri & Sat Ham-3am

Family Special
16- Extra 19. 2 Topping Pizza w/4 bottles of RC

99
$9
additional toppings $1.25 ea.

Student Special
Med. 2 Topping Pizza w/2 bottles of RC

$5. 95

additional toppings 75¢ ea.

Double Calzone Special
Two 4 Topping Calzones w/2 bottles of RC

.

$7.99

Call 549-6150 Offer good til: 12-23-89
We deliver food and video movies.

J
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R~ferees Wanted
For Fall Youth Soccer Program

t

Soccer

I

,f

I

MUSIC:

~

J

Dusters, 9:30 tonight and
Saturday at Hangar 9, 511 S.

f

lllinois. $1 cover.
Mercedez, 9:30 tonight and
Saturday at Gatsby's, Campus

"Jf'~"

Payment Upon Completion of Each Game
Experience Preferred
Referee Clinics Are Required

' S::; :::a~ lligdon on
I.
'

CAMCORDER REHTfiL

Saturdays Sept. 9 - Nov. 4, 1989
$7.50 per game

O

Fiddle, 8:30 Saturday at Fred's
~a::. Barn, Cambria, II. $3.50

,

1

Contact: Jim frallsh ~
Carbondale Soccer, Inc.
)
549-4172 or 453-3341
Before Saturday, Sept. 2

Weekdays (Mon-Thur):
Rent Comcorder for one (1)
day· Keep ita 2 Mday
at no additional charge

~r-

~

~ ~~ U)(S2500V::kend

c 0p

~

z·

VALUABLE COUPON

The Saloonatics, 9 p.m.
Saturday at Booby's.

LAitOMA'S PIZlA

The Barnstormers, 9:30 tonight
at PK's 308 S. lllinois. No cover.

Weekend Specials
Friday thm Sunday
1. ONE 16" 1 ITEM PIZZA

He's family.

Russ Bono, 5 and 9 p.m.
tonight and Saturday at the
Holiday Inn, 800 E. Main. No
cover.

m!G.

~~_

Fri: 12:302:45 (S:lSlWl) 7:30 9:4512:00
Sat: 12:302:45 (S:lSlWL) 7:30 9:4512:00
Sun: 12:302:45 (S:1S1WL) 7:30 9:45

Tea Party and Night Soil
Coolies, 9:30 pm. Saturday 611
Pizza, 611 S. nlinois. $2 cover.

2 QUARTS PEPSI $9.00

TOM

Open Jam with Ihe l~gle Dogs
and Modern Day Samts, 9:30
p.m. Sunday at Gatsby's.

HANKS

in

Mercy, 9 p.m. Sunday at Pinch

Penny Pub, 700 E. Grand. No
cover.

MOVIES:

"Heart of Dixie, " (Fox
Easlgate; PG) starring Ally
Sheedy, Phoebe Cates. Varginia

Madsen.

2.

2 MEDIUM 1 ITEM PIZZAS
2 QUARTS SODA $11.50

3.

FAMILY PLEASER. ONE 16"
1 ITEM PIZZA LARGE SALAD
2 QUARTS PEPSI $10.50
NOT GOOD W / ANY OTHER SPEOAL
• DELIVERY' PICK-U p. EAT IN

"Wired," (Fox Eastgate; R),
starring Patti D' Arbanville and
Alex Rocco.

,

:::~ind

100 N. Glenview
816 E. Main
Carbandale
Carbandale
549·/738
549·4122
Umit ana per household. fxpires 10/2/89.

Tall Paul and The Slappin'
Henry Blue Ban~, ~ tonight at
Booby's, 406 S. IllinOiS.

;f

~

o

o

(Fri-Sun):
S5°°offany

'J I 0120

The Jim Skinner Paml, 11 p.m.
Saturday at King's Wok. Route 51
South. $2 cover.
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. SPECIAL EVENTS:
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Carnival of 'Craziness, 7 p.m.
Center.
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DuQuoin State Fair, 10 a.m.
Saturday through Sept. 4,
DuQuoin State Fair Grounds,
DuQuoin,DL

;~',~. G)nIeaJtrofC[)i~ie ~

~

George Strait, 8 p.m. Sunday.at
the Du Quoin State FaIr.
Grandstand. TIckets are $12.

, ", " " ,
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,.£gyp·Uan DriY~-Jn!

In 1957 the times were changing.

Daily 5:15 7:15 9:15

SAT & SUN MATINEES 1 :153:15

'f'

,lIII. '.NeJlftDWmeoft.Co.~ ..
t

_

Friday Saturday Sunday
1. Honey I Shrunk
The Kids
(PG)
2. Heart Break Hotel
wID ennis Quaid
(PG)
GATE OPENS 7:30
FIRST SHOW STARTS 8,15

-ELM.
_.

~ tJirjitmcJre

ON
STREET

5

@

' .~

,

,,~

~f'. ~~<
~, , '"

A 'lively
comedy.

..

August 21-27

Free Membership!
11 AM· II PMD&i1y

'l~1I1r~
~O>VII~

~t***

418 SOUTH ILUNOIS
CARBONOALE

457-5125

JOHN BELUSHI
EVERY NIGHT
WAS
SATURDAY

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL!
RfNT ANY TAPE AT kEGULAR
PRiCE & RENT ANOTHER OF
EQUAl OR U:SS VALUE. FRt:E!

FOR

NIGHT.
l.EJHAt WE4PDN
I!l

~. __ .-_

No Passes Accepted.
Daily 4:457:00 9:15
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:15

l ~-

AD SS

When Harry
Met Sally...

"TWO THUMBS UP!"
-Siskel & Ebert

lID

Dally 5:157:159:15
SAT & SUN MATINEES 1:15 3:15

Daily 4:30 7:00 9:30
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00
August 205, 1989, Page 19

Consultant for Peruvian TV:
The
culture makes thf.~, news:
.,.'I'iID

THI
-- ...

"Our news segments are too-short for one thing," Johnson
said. "We only havt: a half hour
of national news where they have
an hour, or hour-and-a-haIf. 1lilk
is more imponant in their culture

In the village of Eizariya, just
east of Jerusalem, authorities
investigated the death of a IS·
year-old Palestinian after
paramilitary Border Police
stopped him for questioning late
Wednesday.
Palestinian sources said the
youth was beaten but an army
spokesman said an initial
investigation showed the Arab
died of natural causes.
At least thre... olher Palestinians
were shot and wounded in clashes
with soldiers in the Israelioccupied territories.

Page~, ~efly E?yp~,,~~st:,:S ~~~9

_ :.~m~~_.
~Aepairs
400 S~ illinOis /we • Carbondale
107 N. Park • Herrin

S~N~N~E
CHECKS CASHED

though."

WESTERN UNION

1990 Passen~er CM Renewal stickers

Besides oigaoizing a workshop
in whicb six of the seven
competiilg broadcast companies
in the city of l ''IIa participated,
Johnson put together a tbree-day
teleconference between two
experts in broadcasting in the
United States and five Peruvian
panelists.. One of the experts in
the United States was Ken Keller,
another professor in the radio and'
television departmenL
"Ken went to Washington
especially for the conference. I
wanted him because be has been
news director or producer at
several major stations, including
St. Louis and San Antonio."

acceptance statement. "Thank bloc's first independent trade
WARSAW, Poland (UPI) The Polish Parliament confinned you for the great proof of trust union -; but 'was not sure
Solidarity activist Tadeusz you showed me. I am aware of whetha he could keep that date.
Mazowiecki as prime minister the weight of responsibility and
Like tbousand!! of otbers,
Thursday to lead the Warsaw the huge tasks confronting me."
Mazowiecki was arrested and
Pact's first non-communist
The confirmation climaxed the detained after the declaration of
government,
climaxing rise of Solidarity from an illegal martial law Dec. 13, 1981. that
Solidarity's triumphant rise from labor union only four months ago subsequeollyoutlawed the union.
an outlawed union to the nation's to the leadership of the nation, the
But be remained in the
first oon-communist government hierarcby of the union and was in
leadrzship.
The Sejm, or lower house of since 1947 in Poland and the first the front lines in a series of
Parliament, approved the in the .East Bloc since the strikes in April and August last
nomination by President communists took control in year that eventually force!! the
Wojciecb Jaruzelski on a 378-4 Czecboslovakia in 1948.
government and the Communist
Mazowiecki said he bopes to Party to legalize Solidarity on
VOle with 41 abstentions, mainly
from deputies of the Communist announce his Cabinet Aug. 31 April 17 following crucial ta11cs.
-the ninth anniversary of the
Party.
In Gda'lsk, Solidarity leader
Hi am moved by mis moment,"
Gdansk w:cords,. whicb be helped Lecb Walesa watched the
MazowiecJd said in a brief draft. that created the Soviet coRlumatioD OD re-levisioD.

ordered the driver to drive to the
outskirts of Tulkarm and forced
Mishani out of the car. Army
Radio reported. They told the
driver. an Israeli Arab, to wait in
an alley until they returned, but
after two hours the man left and
reported the incident to police,
the radio said.
In Jerusalcm, Israel's Higb Court upbeld tbe deportation
orders against four Palestinians
described by officials as
prominent lea(.ers of tbe
Palestinian uprising. The exact
dale when the four - Mahmoud
al-Matur, Audeb Ma'ali, Majed
Labadi and Dr. 18yasir Aruri will be deponed 15 DOt known.
The United States and other
countrics have condemned
deportations, but Israel bas
expelled more than SO
Palestinians since the uprising
began. Tbe Higb Court
consistently upholds deportation
Olders.

:.- .

broadcasters migk.se. to
improve their progJaIDS.

• PrIvate MalIbo.lCe5 for rent • Travelers Checks
• ntle &.. Registration
• Nota'}' Public
~Mre

·~O~~

Plaza :hoppinl Center 606 S. Illinois, Carbondale 549-3202

The Women's Center
529-2324 or 997-2277
Available 24 Hours
free & confidential
The Rape Action

Polish Communists officially fall

JERUSALEM (UPl) - Israeli
soldiers conducted bouse-totouse searches and maintained
curfews in the northwestern West
Bank Thursday to find an Israeli
abducted by _two masked men
wielding axes and knives.
The military closed off the area
sur.oundiog the West Bank town
of Tulkarm and surronnding
villages to aid the searcb for
Shaul Mishani, 45, a gold dealer
from Bat Yam. Mishani
disappeared late Wednesday
while collecting debts owed 10
him by Tulkann gold dealers.
Army Radio repcIled.
It was not clear wbether the
!'i.Oduction was pOlitically
-motivated, but it was the rust
Iimc an Israeli civilian had
~isappeared
ill
sucb
Circumstances in the 2O-monthold Palestinian uprising. Earlier
lltis year. the disappearance of
two soldiers within Israel
-prompted massive searches that
only located tbe body of one
soldier three months after he
disappeared.
In a visit to the Tulkann area,
Cbief of Staff Dan SI10mr0n told
Army Radio the search for
Misbaoi was "being conducted in
all the ways possible. We will do
our uunoSL LO find him quickly.
"We are going from house to
house, knocking on every door,
g(.ing from roof to roof, searching
basements," said or.c: soldier
involved in the search.
Two masked men armed wilh
knives and axes sLOpped the Iaxi
Mishani was in late Wednesday,

Specializing In •••
' . . -'f"1tl8 Diamonds

o

-0
MEN

jDIImiisls."ai.pJy people em
.•'-"";-110""-,-._"
Staff Writer
.... ~~ ....~ . -' ~M ~_.....:
A University professor who . Job.... said tile 'roadcast ~ffemlces thai ~.s...

Civilian abduction sparks
Israeli West Bank manhunt

The Diamond Men

A
M

ClOIIb1

visited Peru on • Fulbrigbt pcrsoaael were "tremely
teaching scholarship &his summer n:cepUvc, and CIQOOIJI'8ged hl:n 10
said culture determines what make suggestions.
"ODe thing I tried to get across
makes good broadcast news.
William Jobnson, a radio and was better visualization of
televison department faculty content," be said, explaining that
member, spent three months many times the pictures shown
lecturing, conductiog professional with broadcasts had liUle to do
~ and learning about the with the SlOIy roment.
Peruvian Imadcast industry while
in the country this summer.
One of the main
Johnson, who speaks fluent
Spanisb, said clear differences differences between
exist between broadcasts in the broadcasts in the
United States and Peru.
"I don't think that's 11 -bad United States and
thing," Johnson said. "I clidn'tgo
down there to tell them, 'This is Peru is the lack of a
the way you have to do iL' Thei:' news anchor.
system works well for their
culture. I tried to show ibem why
"During a story about
we do the things we do."
economics, they might show a
Johnson said one of the main picture of the building involved.
differences is the lack of a news I went out with a camera crew
lncbor on Peruvian broadcasts.
and they asked me for
"They call them announcers sugge,stions sometimes. We
instead of ancliors," Johnson worked on the connection
e::.plained.
"They are not between
technique
and

~on'~ :}e.w£.feu

,

D

-Committee
Emotional Support,
information and
advocacy.

I

Hospital
accompaniment
for victims. friends
and family.

The Shelter
A safe refuge
for woman and their
children who are
physicallyandl6r
emotionally abused.
Domestic violence

Counseling.

We provide speakers
for groups and
training for
professionals.

Oders of protection.

.1¢t

There is Help.

Temporary housing.

Women's Center
408 West Freeman
Carbondale

,UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
S,TUDENT CENTER
FOR THE ULTIMATE ROADTRIP •••
FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS
\

SHOP
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
WHAT~S

IN IT FOR YOU •••
(

HOURS FOR RUSH

"i
And

Textbooks. Shelves of them.
m~ shelves.
Everything you'll need for the coming.!Car of
readin', writin', and 'rithmetic. Al~~the required course materials and suggested '~adings
Accounting through Zoology. with the aI)habet
of knowledge in between. in 'One 'place. atone
time. to make it easier on you.

"

SPECIAL

Supplies. the ones you'd expect to find.
Notebooks and pens. Pencils and folders. J\~,d
the ones you may not know about. Like the
engineering supplies. It's all right there, so
you can stock up when you buy your books. No
running aroun~ to collect everything you need
to start the semester. You're busy enough as
it is.
Employees who are there when you need them.
And know the answers 'to YOilr questions. They
keep the shelves stocked. Keep the lines moving.
Help you get,through bookbuyiug as quickly as
possible. ',>

Wed-Fri
Sat-SUD
Mon-Thl~r

Aug 16-18
Aug 19-20
Aug 21-24

Fri.

Aug 25

s;!u!"

'",~,

"'",uB '26"

8-5:30

iO-5
8-8
8-5:30
10-;"

REGULAR
STORE HOURS
Mon-Fri
Sat

8-5:30
10-3

There's even prices that dori'tleave a hole
in you~ pocket~ Used .. ~~~~isave you 25%aJl~.eo~.. "''tC
have ,lots of them.
I~:;::;;("
<'"
.'7 " " .

Master 'Ch~rg'~ ari'd Visa ":a;Ybe used for any purchase at,the Hain Office ,.o;~;;.in t~e Suppiy up-,p.t:'
'. Andit's':hict' to know thIH:, what yol,i pay for'::
books atUniversityBooksto~~ goes back into the
operation oj the Student Center.
What's it all add up to? C~nven1ence. Low
prices and help when y_'11 need it. A return on
your investmelh.. Through the deor of the
University Bookstore. That's what's in it for
you!

WHY SHOP ANYWHERE ELSE?

..............----.... ..-..............----..--....

~

~,

..,

--~--
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Minerstry
to confront
governor

WANTED!
r

RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) - A
day after the arrests of AFLCIO President Lane Kirkland
and United Mine Workers
President Richard Trurnka,
striking Pittston miners
returned to the state Capitol to
continue efforts to meet faceto-face with Gov. Gerald
Baliles.
Capitol police refused to
allow the miners to erect tents
on the grounds as they did
Wednesday after a boisterous
union rally that moved from
Richmond to southwest
Virginia's coal fields. The
miners stayerl II' tile capitol
grounds until shortly before an
11 p.m. curfew Wednesday.
">olice Sgl David Haywood
saiJ the miners could occupy
the sidewalks aiong the capitol
grounds as long as they continue walking.
"They have to be marching,
they have to continue to stay
on the move," Haywood said.
UMW official . Rusty
Franklin, who organized the
peaceful march, . protested
"harassment" by the
authorities for not letting them
erect tents.
Baliles was on vacation in
Virginia Beach and did not
intend to return to the Capitol
to meet with the miners, said
Chris Bridge, his press
secretary.
Some miners took a morning
tour of the capitol and some
passed out leaflets at Cresu.r
Bank, which is a target of the
UMW because of its lending
practices with Pittston.
Miners say tl-ey want to
meet with Baliles to discuss
the'role of the State Police in
\he' '-l-"Week-old dispute "With
V if.ginia' 5 largest coal
producer.
.

4 Girls
Room & Board
Available

\.

International Film Series

Stevenson Arms
600

7&9pm
August 27 & 28
Student Center Auditorium
Cost of Admission: $1.00

w. Mill Sl529-9213

Directly Across From
Entrance to Campus

WELCOME· BACK
PICNIC
Fridav

Saturday, August 26

PAUL

12:00 .. 3:00 At the SIU..C Boat Docks

Listen to WIDB While Meeting
Important Faculty Members,
Staff and Students Of The
College of Business
Administration

cri34

and
TIlE SLAPPIN& HENRY· BWE BAND

Saturday

SALOONATICS
406 S. illinois no cover 549-3366

701 B S. DUnois

Pl1- partner

549-5032

in aime faces
trial next week

Healthy.
~.
~ Lunch Specials ·
.

CIL-\Fu.oTTE, N.C:(UPI) Evangelist. Jim Bakker's
alleged partner in crime at
PTL faced sentencing Thursday in a plea-bargain that
calls for him to tell all he
knows about the television
preacher's wheeling and
dealing ways.
Richard Dortch, 58, strolled
into U.S. District Court in
Charlotte two weeks ago and
pleaded guilty to four of 24
.:ounts of mail fraud wire
f!'Bud and conspiracy he and
Bakker faced fOI moneyraising schemes at PTL.
"In the last few years, I have
had a lot of time for reflection," Dortch said. "I am not
proud of myself and I plead

Just $2.95 Daily

gU~"Do~h and Bakker "Whose trial starts next week were facing 120 years in prison

if convicted d. aU the charges
against them. But prosecutors
have t'ffered Dortch I'
maXimum of 10 years in the
federal prison of his choice.
Attorneys close to the case
said they expected U.S.
District Judge Robert Potter
to hand Dortch the full sentence when he appeared in
court late Thursday afternoon.
But Rule 35 of the Federal
Code allows prosecutors to
return to court within 120 days
of sentencing and ask for a
reduction. provided a detendant has been cooperative.
Proseculors believe Dortch
will cooperate fully in the

';;'' ';' ' ' _Iii.IlliliIllii_''_' __''__IIIIIi_''IIIii_''____

i>~iM-of··Bakk~rr-"·"·""· "~";;"'-;;iIIIIIii;;'&;__
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CD --I

--

Southern Il1iDoi8
University at Carbtmdale

--en

CaIbaDdIde, ~

62901
Olfft of die ,.,...,.,
6!B/lli3-ZUl

0-

MHMOBANQUM
Uaivcnily Community

FROM:

JoIinC.Guyan~ ~
Druc-Free Workplue GtddeIia_

SUBJ6CT:

Druc-FreeA_ _ ...........

....,.ide

1'Imumt 10 Ibo requiremcnu of \be Druc-Free WockpIaI:eAc ODd \be<llancdklr'. GuidcIina, all faaalay, sIalf IIId
.......... an: DOIified that:

CD

- - t:..

Cor ••I1 ••. ChevY'. Surplus. Buy...
Guide 805-087-6OClO fJcI. 5-9501.

C

_

EAQJlITArIDSTAFFPBOCdUM

O

The Penonnol OIIicc will adminiIIer a nn.,.&ee A _ Pma.... as pall of !be EmpIo,oee Assisuox:e
ProgAm. The pvcnm will worm c:mployeea about \beclaDgen of dnag abwe in \be workplace; die
Uni-aty's poIiey of main&aiaina a diua-fJae workplace; Ibo avaibbiIiIy of dnag CXIUIISding. JdubiIiwiaa,
IIId 1be 8qIIoyce Auista...~ ~ ODd dIe ......_ dial may be iJDpored upan employees fordnag abwe
viablians..

9.15-89

t;;.~ 549-6404 citer 5~J':5 ~50a/t:.~'i3.'Ztbr 1~~

Q)

_

en . .
C

$18500b0.Cal98S-6870.
9-9=89
5072Aa13
'81 AMC SPIRit· ale, au/omalic,
am/Im C01S., good oandilion. $1195.
549·7342.

8·2589
5122AaS
1983 TOYOTA TERCEl, 5 dr, aulo,
i'~il~ ~es, 52600. 1-964·

lJ

fiESTA,

Pioneer· JVC • MTX •

Auto. Tram. Runs Greatl linle roll,
~a~~:a9i·· Alking 5250
9·7·89
4971Aa13
1978 fORD BRONCO. nwstlel!'
~~~. 529·3028 or 45J9~-12

JCG:au

JVC-KSlll30 $1691NS7ALLED
Sales" Service James Mueller

529-1644 • carbondale

See Us first
Motorcycle & Auto
For all your
Insurance needs

"~.,

104 S_ Marlon

INSURANCE
Health-

Motorcycles & Boats
1:\2mL& Mobil. Homes

457-1179
...

AYALA
INSURANCE

457-4123
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.......... .

~'\,,,\.~,,

=*

Short&long
__
T.......,

Auto- ___

Call

..."""'.1;) .... ....

PARTS

The Foreign Parts Expert

.,....

,.~ .Ii#"'~.~"

T

985-8183

lqn,lIo
Insgrgns!

-o

.h.d,,"

good

dem., . -

M't~D GRANADA, 2 £2.~ ~~~ ;!:l~l2.tZ!w ';);:.:

en
C

1he Drug-Free Workplace Act of 19~ makes. public policy commilmCDllO a sakr. ",,- ;.,
"""'"'II
environment. Cons:illoteru v.ilh tJus pobq. Southern lliinojli University at. Carbondale h "~1.nllUcJ Jumaimaining a dN&*
frce workplace. I ask !he wpporl and wopcr.IJUlI .,f .U memheTS of the University in complying with these rcquiremcnl$.

•••• •

fORD

brakes, $700 OBO. Call A57·
.0161 5.

~.'52tg~5~ 99,""". Asking t;~:S;sO'1sik'7.;ne,
r8_.28_-8_9_ _ _ _ _5O_26_AOO., 9·1·89
5058Aa JO

....----en

1he W";ii"'SS Center will .dminiSlCr ilS axnpn:hcnSl"" On:g Prevention Program. Stud..,.. wh.. ore
n:C:rred 10 the Center will be .s""ssed forlbe level of involvemen1 WIth the ,ul"tana: and rdcntd ... the
agency or Ibe service whim will best. ''''5IIbem.

,..~,'~\

1980

CDnd~ion, economical.

,.\
1~t2!!La~~!ilo2!~ fSjJ':'
\I' .

Rtfer the incicknllO the Studenl ufl: Olh"" wluclt wiD Iakt app'opOalC action in accord with
cs",bhshcd UIIIVC"")' Sluckni disclplinary pnx:eJurcs.

.....

r.zs'19

"l~~7i::, fl:2~OYOTA WA~~f.:11

Yia'.loRD ESCORT,
$2300. 198.11-bnda AexurclIX ...to,

. d:t.,lmwi~~d.ct;:I~ror,

•

Direct S1udc:ar.s """victed of • drug oifCllie 10 the Wellne.. Ce8Jer for puticipallon in die student
DNIl AWln:ncsli Program.

~

lir.... mag wheel., runs axe., oome

!~~\:=,Pri":c~f.;!t·=di:i!: 8·29·89
~Mu~ ~:75~9!it6s:
.4539Aa7

O

_ute

~

1-602
5825AaS

!:~~~:;'R~'Aa:::

$Un of, IflOlI whk, am/Ini cass., . om/1m call., new ah.rnalor.
mi.,
""",,u5l. 549'()21~AM
8·31·89
~0Aa9 1979 MAIDA RX7GS S.pd, air,
10,

~7sO~~C~0~no:l'''''''

Notify the U.s. DqNu1ment of tiduc:.lian of \be criminal d"'l
c:onvictioo oj UI)' ~
engaged in ",ode supponed by die agency's fundi wiIbin \eo days after receivinS nclificotion of
the comriction.
. .

....... ....

8·25·89

V ~ f~J9CAVALlER TYPE io,~1~~, flr(;S~HEVrnH.400,4¥~,

Provide.acb IIudCDI employee with a""PY of the a.semeal set forth in pmagJajJl A of \be 0"'1-

.......... w.. .... 4 ........ ~_ ................ ~:#~."

·"532A05

tr:;507s5.~~ ru5l, runs good, dri!;,~'::.e':5~9~'Cr· Mu>I

Fn:e Worlr"",ce GuidelillCl.

.'

44.

5707Aal0
1978 THUNDERBIRD, LOADED, I·

• A

0bWn proper <>enifJCalioo from IIUdeou RCCiving PeIJ G....... Rcpon misccnification in
aa:ordance willi Sealon 668.14(a)qftIIe,acqenl provJSioo JC&UIatians ~ freud tor any
IlUdenl c:onvicted of a d"'l off~ dunn, the period coveled by die Pe\I GranL

.,

8·25·89'

Mercecle" Corv.n.s, Ch~

il"'QI, an./lm co....la,

rust, rum

DC>

_ _

The Financial Aid Office will adminisIer Ihc fullowing ""IuiR:menlS wiIh tqud 10 SIUAk . :

.. . •. .

' ;::~~~~odmull..u,

~9~~, 4B,XXX mi.•~~, ~E!u~7~ide.

~ ;!~.985-

_

.

5112Aa8

549·5268.

_

RequiJe of such employee \be salis{1ICIOIy putiap.lian in a dnag abuse apisIaoce or rehabiliWlOll
pvcnm approved for such pUlpOSCl by a federal, _
or local heaIIh, law eaforaomeolorOlber

..

\982 tOIlO IOSCOO. om·1m """,

-C l~~!$?cai1=-~i ~~!-~~~~~~

Nocify Ibo &JIIIIIinI or <XIIIInI:Iina lleocy wiIbiD tal days afIer -.ivina DDlicz cia <:rimiaal dna,
_
CDDYicIian of III anpIoyee eD,P&ed ill !be pafCllllWlCC of work punuma lOa..- or CIOIIIraCl.

STPQENI PROGRAM

• . .. .

4960¥
1981 CHEVETTE, • DR., .4 'I'd

1980, good macl.anic",1 condilio~,\

~1Iem:y·

2.

b....

cond,llon, 48,500 mll.s, loaded,

• m-;'w!~.J:,~ ~ ~5,.w.1DI

.1

II.

b~

58IAAo20

8-JO-89

Wubin Ibiny (30) days of ta:eiYin& IIOIifiCllim of CllllviI1iaa of III ompIoyee cia dnag vioIaIiao in !be
worItpIace. ODe or boIh of !be fclllMing aaionI wiI1 be lakeD !h1Qllb appropriaIc adminisItaIive channell:

b.

~iJ:'~~~Et~9~r"

~."i~~~~5t:~~'99e;'1 ~:~fm;.,a~~.nlx;OO '1; 9;:9~
~6~tA CIVIC HATCH~~-;a!~.1 ~~:t9
. 44~AgIA

.

In acconIauce wiIh applicable Universily penomel poIiciea, impoIe a dilciptiruJ)' aanI1iaa 011 such
cmplofee, whidllllllY iIIchIde tenninalian of ~

I.

9·29·89
5821"",30
1979 ARf8lRD, 301, auto, lib. om·lm,
air, $950. caB 549.()458.
8·JO.89
45.43A08
VW, RA8BIT GTI,
:~~~J.Blaupunkt case, ext.
8·25-89
.45~~
1976 fORD lID,
-i28~;;a

vehicie.from $100. ford.. Mercede..·

~-;.:;:"":~l~~Ibo~~~(iauodilJ'~, 'Dl

b.

$3800. CoI.457·4467.

VW . ~TI, 198.4. ~ulsland;ng

•

Pnwide eacb anpIoyee 10 be eD,P&ed ill die pedoniiMilc of ~ FecIaalIoanl or _ . copy of Ibo

3.

'82 TRANS AM, Hops, p,wr
Iransminion, V8, 82,ux mIles,

1981 PONTIAC (DlESBJ, oc, am·lm,
(rvise, exlras, excellent condo Must
see, .457·2283.
9·7-89
57266013
GOVERNMENT SE;ZED VEHICLES
from 5 100. ford.. Merced.s.

A1tI'NlIONWVERNMENT sEiZED 8·28·89

The Office of Resean:b Developmem and AdmiDisImioa CORDA) wiD cony .... die following requiremeds
willi ~~ 10 c:mployeea qaaed in \be periOl1llallCC of work 011 FedenI g _ and COIIIJaCtS:

b.

'1/ from
GOVERNMENT SE:ZED VEHICLE~
$100. ford •. Mercedes

~

CI) ;}L...... ,.., .. . . . .
. "...:".. ....,:'CI) 1;~;:::::::::3~~~::::':':1:!1 r;~:i~~~H54~:i~:'

- -

In ordorlO furIbo:r implc:maIlthe ~ of !he Druc-Free WorIcpIace Act of1988,!be following progranuI
JIRICI'Iba will be ill effect:

"

Rid"s Nceded
Ridcrs Needed
AUCllln & Sales
Yard Sale Promo
Free
Busincss OI'I'I)r1ini Ij~s
Enlerlainmcnl
Announcemenl,

HcipWanlcd
Eml'loymcnl Wanlcd
Scrvi~c, Offcred
Wanlcd
Adoption
Losl
Found

_ _

*Fac:uhy and sIalf sbalJ DDIify !be Officz of lWearcb Development md AdmiDisualian. Students
sbaII DDIify Ibo Fiaano:iaI Aid Office.

J.

FOr Rent
Aplnmenl
Houses
Mobile Homes
Townhomes
Duplexes
Rooms
Roonunales
Mobile Home Lots
Busines5 Propeny
Wanted to Rem
Sublease

Antiques

-C

The IDllawful manufac:lll#, diSlribWan, dispeasotian, pouessioo, or IIIe of <lOIIIJOiIed subswlces is
ptobibited an property .......... or caaaoIIcd by \be BoanI of TNIICCI« in UI)' lile wbon dulles of
UnivetSily cmpIoymaa .... beinJ perionned. Violaians oflhis pr<>bibition will subject employ_ 10
discipIinaJy aaion in aa:anIaDce wiIh !be appIicobIc penannd policy, law or tqLllarionl bavinllb~
force of law. As a condition of employmeIIl for an ompIoyee diJa:dy eagaging \be perionnmce of
work purAlUlllO a goanl or c:ontnCl CCMnd by Ibo Druc-Fn:e WOIt<pIacc AI1 (pL \00(690), Ibc
employee will ~ by \be above lenni and sbaII-uy the Uni>a1il~ of any criminal dnag SWIllC
canviclian far a vioIaIianlbereof DOl \aIer dian 6"" days afIer such can-iaion.

DIRECTORY

Boob
Cameras
Computers
Electronics
Furniture
Musical
PCIS &: Supplies
Sporting Goods
Miscellaneous

•

OIl Mad 13, 19:19, a-c.uor Peuil dUIribuIed ~ aIllllO.lDben oflbo Uaivenily COIIUIIUIIir.y &uiddiacs impIcmaIIin&
Ibo Druc-F..,., WorIcpIace Ac of 1988 ( PL 100-6(0), whicb mquiJa IXIImI:Ion IIId 1 ' - - of fcderaIllt2ICiet 10
lUbmila cor1ifico1ianlhallhq· will
a dnag-fJae wockplac:e as a pm>andiIian for noceiving federal flmcb. SouIhcm
1lIinoiJ Uaiveni1y at CaJbancI.Ie, as ale<:ipienl of federal fuado, is oeqdiJe6lO comply ~ *is~

-

~
MSA

For Sale:
AUlD
Pans &: Services
Motorcycles
Recreational Vehicles
Bicyle5
Homes
Mobile Homes
Real Eslate

en
C

August 25,1989
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Daily Egyptian
Classified
536-3311

$il"·,!'L,,..I."

•• jf'III-~'(tH >!:l-l.J:~~

1986 YAMAHA RADIAN

600,""'"

mi., exc. condo windshield, ,ad.,

GOV'T HOMES FROM $1 IU

$1450.893·4400«893·4427.
9·1·89
5781 ..."'0
ClEARANCE SAlf ON al new &

~ns,''ii~~
~;.9SOI "" curnnI "309~!i.

u..d hik••. lIill Gladich Honda

ell

6644.

Y9£-8tbNoA Vf700f i~

~;~~~700. Call all., 6 pm

UNIQUE lCX50 wlk3a iKJi"IiilOii".

~~~5;'~~~'
9~-89

ni<:e 101,

______~

CARBONDAlE H1XS5, 2 bdrln
~.=. I.. ~15OO abo ..... ii,
9-6-89
4984Agl3

~NREfRIEVERS.~
bIoodi,...• .ha.., wormed. $100.
893·2901.

;6~~~~7~~nd,
:Al.. fiSH aquar~!~~,
$ISO.

~;.~~0nIy

lill.., etc .•

tlr"CHEST DRESSER, ~~
choin, cove!.;" coif.. and end
~:2tooi TV, ~ric:R::
529·387-4.
8·25-89

~

!UM9

4961An5

SECTIONAL SOFA ExcElmlf,

.larVAE [l.uNDRY In~~,

mile., ,eli able, ,uno well, $450

.

~g=;~~~$k~..,;;x .
& r~ a;.;,.- 549·7632
m1t, 1WiN bOd mat:t?~

tr~9.iONDA ElIff 80~6.,~~
:::..1n1o~~~i~I6001ot

9·6·89
4516Ac! 2
1983 ASCOTT, NEW TIRES,.balle,y. ·'ery lew mi. exceU.nl
condilion, price neg. 549~.

SP.ri:,!, and ............ 529·..287

t2s.sr
3 EASY CHAiRS

598910/.

5096An!j·

$1!5·20, Xl

H..RLEY D,.VIDSON 1975, XLH

f:i150~ $7~\u bed,....i~

457·74.09.

d••'. $10·15, bo .. kco.., $15,
dini!'9 rln .., w/6 d ... in 5150•..
cord iable wI.. chain $10, roll· ~
_ay bed $30, 8 & W TV $10,

1000· ·Look. good, ,un. Qood,
$1600 obo. 457·468:1 0'
8·30-89

1983 v63

~

a

.
51OJ.....
MAGNA llOOa: Radio

~~$iJg:) ~sD.'Ira'i'~

650 cu.lom, 101. 01 n_ pa,l.,
~;~~I;~d, loIs 01 chiome.
8·29-89

4997W

507 BAp6

cuahions. CorIerviIIO,985-6025.

abo. 529·5325.

,
I

Sou'
"
Ih,..

S 125. 100' long, revenabl.

M~~ 400 HOndUmCi~~

1:.:'9-89

qo

MN£b MATTRESS, ~~Z

5200 milos, $450 080. Allor 5 «

rNfHONO,. OVER 1f!~I£
8,000 ...... 350 cc. A>lcing $350.
Col 68<1·4857 beIore noon.

Midland Inn Tav..n,

miJe..549-.4978.

f92ji~AMAHA 250, ..~t1r!.
w""""nds.

i""""

German
blood Ii-. Big &
da,k. 5 mal.s ~200 each, 1
lemaIe. $150 each. 549-0413 or
457·4629.

rE~~.a:.S ANtIQUES ~~~

Iwnilu.... Old RI. 13 W. Tum

W...r F,anldoo1. 932·6J13, 932·

I¥.C GERMAN SI6ERD pup. __

St·IDERWEB .'BUY AND sell used
lumilure and antique•. Soulh on
Old 51, 549·1782.

ANTIQUE SHOW AND 001 •.
/::flily

Mea.

Sept. 7·10.

Mall

~~~~UE ROUND o~r~l;.

15..... 2

4.;de choi ..

1m

~.w~~~i;!doI.$40·
8-25-89

5119An$

42', original finish, $225.
457·4325.
8·25·/w

51~

IlATTlf Of THE Bonds 1989 ';911
up _II Star _h lor It.. beoI

:~~~ct'..:r.;,,:~

and bo..... Contad Sound care
Music, 122 .S. Illinoi., C'dal.
457·5641.
8·31·89

'5529AD9
GUITAR, BASS, A~
lessons. Rich 549-61 AO or GoIdoft
frots457·8J21.
9-8·89
4391ADlA
YAMAHA cp.3O ElECTRIC piano;
Sum Connrt ~ """ (2OO

-l; _sIic mOdoI.oIOS ..,..,....
, ..b'n". Entir....·up lor $500
080. will ..II HpOrole/y. 542·
9155 aItor5p.m.

GOV'T HOMES FROM $1. IU
1982 YAMAHA. VflNX) 920 CC.
«""",".., 24.000 mi.
$1200.080. Col 549·7809.

BIodt with

f9\~g020ki as }56, ~Waf:!

Ii ... ,..oonci>Ie oller. gOod cono..
gho.. wi"",hiokl, bell' & crui ...
549·7343 or 906 S. Gi.... Qy Rd.

MuoI..II Ihio-*end.

Uit:50 SUZuKI 7cJJl~

=!.~~-:'lf·l· K!Xrt.8'!:

6000 b1. GH·9SOI or CU'' ' '
9-'fs~
3964A1229
SP£ 'tOLAR HOME UNDER

'E~oYR SlUT '83. ~?,;
maP.i. ned< lor $375/"~c.11.nI
~. 457·8929. Mr~6BAc9
7 PiE~ luDWiG dN ..... ...,J wilh

ca1IIrudion. 4 Ixht, 2 1/2 baIIu,
2500 + sq. h, boy opening 10
hola;ony in _
.. ile{ ceramic

ca.... all ha,dwa,., nl.~1 ....
$1200 abo. 529·3458 alt.... pm.

r_garage,
wim 9'l..oo
brick,

lil~_breald""
2 _

-ins. cleO.

5~

8·30-89

~~~=.:_&_.

Mf'C:r£3·Y..BY"/2I:d.,-.I>od
owne', ftS~~~~
\i8J-';wo;;;w;; 5SO 8ecoSlie!. c.w..
~,~. l~rJq·!I.:t

~!!r.~~oh.~

$1500.

'85. wi/3100 mil... be. ~.
cJI dIer 5,

"mS"d r.;.:o. No ...... B67~·12

:;;!9 .

Ir=---~~-~--,
fui ' . _
R.A. Williams

1 ~ =::.
",.

,

AIDS

111

Farm + Variety Store ,
On the Elkville Blacktop-,
Vergennes, IL.
I

I
(613)684-4675
1- - - - - -.
$6.99 •
121% Protein Dog Fo.od- 50#
25% protein Dog Food- 50#
10% Horse Feed- 50#
114% Horse Feed- 50#
Cat Food- 20#

I

$7.95 •
$5.50
$6.45,
$7.50

• call tor special Prices on 500# or more
I Skill Tools

I

20% off I

... ----~-----

MISS KIT1Y'S GOOD. ct-. ..sed
""nilure .. oIIordablo P.ri-- 104

EaslJcxt...SI.CarboniIaIe.
9· 13-89

562BAnR

Used Furniture Sale
One Day Only
8(1.6/89 lOam-5pm
8(1.7/89 Rain Date

fioR-RENY-- C10se:-~~:~'l

Lovely. clean, quiet.

wI genuine Oak

II

parquet floors.

Walling distance to

campus. 1 year

lease, no pets.
Perfect for prof. or
grad students.

I

I

!
.

-1 BDRM
UnfumIsbecI $275

South of Veach Station
Behind Mall

Complete Automotive

Repair Center
(foreign & domestic)
• Certified factory trained technicians
With over 6S years of combined experience

• Radiator Repairing since 1964

I BEDROOM
408 W. Cherry Ct.

3BIDRooM

lt~QQp~Dt.

408 W. Chf'l'ry a.
400 W. Oak *1. #2
408 E. Hester

I!

Call Martin RentaJ.s
at
319 S. Lake Heights

1

f BEDROOM

4101/2 E. Hester

457-4803
after 6 p.m.

!

514 N. Oakland
400 W. Oak ft. U

Available
fall 1989

529-1082

~fflce: 703S. illinois Ave.

for appoinunem

ALL NEW 2 &.. 3 BEDROOM·

TOWNHOMES
CUT YOUR UTlLnY BILL IN

1/2!

Close to Campus
Located at:
513. 515 S. Beverage
~ Micro\llfave/(Ji~hwClSher

• Free Cooling System Check

• Washer/Bryer
• Lighted ParkJng

• Separate KJtciJens &. Dining

• Free rides to work - campus - home

• 3 levels

• Porch &.. Balcony

Visa/Me
Open Sat.
Until 4:00
Page 24, Daily Egyptian,-August 25, 1989

Huffs Radiator & Auto Center
550 N. Unlv.
529-1711

• Extra Large Bedrooms
• Central Air &. Heat
• Extra Storage
(at no additional chaIge)

Available for Fall

529- t 082

3 f<OOM 1 BDRM APT. UnuM/ally
fine Ivrniohi~. Silualec! on I/'J
Iand.caped lot in
•• ceilen' r.,idenliaJ area. AU
uti~li.i and cenlral air included.

GUYS, 3 BDRM hou .. 703 N.
Allyn, S 1AO .. lg. 2 bdrm mbl.
hom., 5110. 457·5128 or
SA9·2258..
9·1-89
ASI38aIO

acre. IleautifuHy

~~~or~~7. managerial
8'29·89

2

BDRM,

ONE fEMALf NEEDS TWO
roommat.... Housa on AOJ
5)ocomor...;"rn. ale, n...,. carpet.
SA9·1416. alt.r6.

A9!98a7
AC,

UNFURN,

~9~J~:~9~~5j5

'i:~l~E

alters.

util.687·1A92.

.. m..ter. Only 3 min. walk 10

9-6·89
SOlABa 13
SINGLE ROOMS. CLOSE 10

~·~2J7-8~c::.1~~~
~~~~~
~V-iw
5062Ba9
2DRM, UNfURNIsHED, IOrg.

~t~r~t !1~$IC;O/~~8:
~~~~ Sea.

=~rk._c:.-~~

m'\lI! 2 BDRM tum.~

~

S1 fOAgR

~.~b.~~llt'::'i:

FURN., 5!~t'li.
Yo(mlwogl<r, 5195 mao ~ ..

SpringRald,lL&c.Ilonilocation,

t·1fDRM

$)SO ma., all indudocl Cal Nada,
217·787·77.c3or 786-6630.

~Gff c;tOfi Wiiht!2'!

or

5116Bq10

....... 2 bcIrm

hou...

W /0, lJUi..

:::ti:.li:!:={~

.JI

HouSes

altar 5 p.rn. 529·15AA.

8·31 =89

Rae. AOO S. Graham. No pet.1
529·3581 or 529·1820.

9-1:89

Mr L-i. 01

r'~~ ROOMMAJ~~~g
10 1;.. in _
lawn hou .. will. 2

late'- & ~. _m, do.. 10 Rae
Center & ./rip, $300 + cIepooil.
529·3989 ..... -.age.
.

.S-~.~~ ""C. 529·

iiOO::mw,

NONSMOKER, lor 2 bdrm tmiler.
1/2

Von- aIIon!. ~ $92.50 mo. &

50618021

9·19-89

APT AVAIL fOR iUbifii.. lor FQlI

2527 or AS] -642A.

~AfE NEEDfb ru~
Cia..

apt.

greal

to

SlU,

. -......../drinker. Grad oIudanl
~Q~oional "...I.....ed. Ph.

,

8-21-89

cit.

~

1S'lH

MObh HOme Lots

R3t;
. RENTALS"

at:

Office
501 E. College
One

bedroOm

and efficiencies.

AJRUNES NOW HIRING. Flighl

An.ndan..,

Tr.....

Clean.
Well maintained.
furnished apartments

6000 fJcI. A·9SOI.

\.., 457-4422 ~

olumni, 6:30·9:30

Aganr.,

Mechanic" Cullom.r Service.

I:!r~~ flll°:-S~

mtfS3JRR.

aUlaE.

p"', 9/13·IA,
17·21, 24. BUiin ... iludenli

prelemId. Exc. verbal Englioh dull..

Only A Few
"Spaces Left ..
For The #1
Dorm In Town

:::i~.t,.!::=s.d&;:l

~..::: 1::30':.m~I~~
orGat)-.

i'

• fuII_SaMoa
.la.nc*yl'clciltleo
·~Co<'*cledAC&~

ofrestmcn &. Scphcwncq I\n>ioved

flJ.-e: EARN CASH lo:Si!~9

Iodjel 10 an inter and outer wear

lingerie fa.hion .how. Apply 01
~ngerie oole Holiday Inn Marion.
Aug. 27, '·8 pm or Call 529'A517

:.rs;

CarpeJ
Laundry fadlities
Water. Trash t. Sewer.
Clean &. Quiet

For Kent
CarbOndale

Shown by

~~ ~eJ;~? fo:"'t; .h:'t:!;,iy

ApPointmvnt

• JBR 702. N. James 5250

:~ oer~n Quafro Pizza. Campus

only

'Park St. Apt. 'lBR fum.

-"

'Wedgewood Apts.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDEC
h,,,,,,, 01 510 S. Fore>!. SI S:
pi", I! 4 ulilili .... 457 '()365
8· 2.;J ,e,(,.I
oiL

\.

T

r

S!S '";ing cr. $1 ~)E· 2 rn·Jr,"r

7:c: .'":':

9·.d-6C;; _ _ ~';"!-

Malibu Villag~~~)

More Fo,. Your Rent Dollar
(>"~'""~.'"

,

-;-':emer.

_.
5MDG
~WJ. il BUS vRfllERS Ho"" me
7·8:3(- Q."n Ofid 2 -4 30 P f"')
Apply 01 ",vesJ. BlJs Set .. ice ~ coli
::19·3913
!L~.

549-6610

608 E. Park 5t. 5345

ASOJC5

CHILD CARE WORKER 5·10
hro/wk, $4 per/hr., uperienee
preferred, Women', Center.
.:.29·2324.
5100c6
8·28·89
elEMENTARY OR SPECIAL ed
major .10 clean ornaII hou .... Mon.
and Fri. 529·1649.
8·29·89
4523C7
WANTED COOKS, WAITRESSES,

'ndada:

~

12lS W. freeman.S3 c ,;

""'" • ~ buckSI . aI Jimmy
John'i 70 I A S. I inoi. Ave .
Betw_ 2 and 5 p.rn.
8·25·89
5839C5
DElIVERY & fOOD PREP. APPlY in
J"I':oon. Cubured Cream •. S. 51.
c'daIe. Apply after 2:00 pm.

Furnished,
one bedroom
and eff1dendes

549-2050

2hR he.ar/waler !\Jm.

DEUVERY DRIVERS ~rcar + my

-HousIng foT the

1101 S. Wall Street

lOa,

~

8·25'89

Serious Student-

Open 8:30 cm-4:3Opm

,

~.fl,1~:="6Jot

Now LeasIng
for Fall

.Soicr-.:lPool
• _ _ Court

University Hall

haJl·';me,..QJ/"'~" and mo~
$aJUrt:Jaya. Send IWUIDN in c/o

Impcrr'a' Mecca

oCiI8cIy E a l t o l _

.CttlIe1V&.H80
.c~ Fa1., Eod'l Room

~Jk HOSI'iiAt ~~S\

.. '"

~\.')~I·

Now Rentins
f,.,r f~:!!

',.
l;~·~~.:(... ..j~_'_

... ~....-_........f.+...t

t

,""

~~:-.<r,.~', ......... ,

AmNTION·
HIRING I
GOVERNMENT jobs - ,.,.... ........
$17,840·$09,485. Call 1'002838-8885 EJd. R1793.

.M~~l

~~~

COUNSELOR/Ca,e Manager,
JCCMHC. Provide ,.rvic., to
mental l.ahh eli..." ancIlamili ..

:::~ ==t'BAinn~

services. area. Send resu ..... and
nam... of .hr•• r.f.rence, to

~c:HCi~r~d~=:
K.62901 hYAIoIg.31.19's9.

!i!lf~RS/NON~~
~~alJ;.:l;~

blaada.:..lIry. (~no!
"""ired 10 ....otc.. Mull be 21·35
yean old. 150·190 lb•. We wiU
pay qua~lied wnoker. $140 lor
porHtipalion in five morning

....;au. no"""""... $30 10; one
•••• ie-n. Call

slue

P.ychology
~.S36.2301. 4956<21
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040·

m:~~::oo't'E:~i~9~"l' 12

curtW1tlederallill.

lAt~8~EY REAbiJ!7~1

~!~ir.o~ ~oJ~7~1::~~

9SOI.

~.::NANNY ana t..!?i5:

lor 11 ~. oicI bay. room and boOrd

~i3'ri~9!\'~~~ area.
~.~
HOUSi:KEEPER,~,
....d _ _ 10 Jacque',
Bou~

2461 W. Mcin.

.

~8~EY REAOINGse;1
~!~.;~~0(~8~;:8;.1O~onl~::
Y9SOI.

~U~S'tlNCE

e.,~U

ABUSE
(pari-lime). 8ache:or', desr.

=-

PreI-t~~:::t~~~rIy
and fill out ClI>I>Iication.

H.1

Houoelnc. 406 W. Mill, C'daIe. No

~8~1o pIeme.
58A!7CS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE THERAPiST
Ilull·lime). Ma.t"r', degree
prelerred. Salary commenourale
wilh credentiol, and e><perienc8.
full benalit package paid by'
employer. Send re.ume. and

~!k~=:. 'tli~fc~f ~~'::~HiU

Hou'" Inc. 406

w. Mill, eM.

~i;"'CXJIb pIeme.

5846C5

BARTENDRESSES, WAITRESSES
AND cIoonnen. iloc>mwI must be

!iii'I~~?~. ':..~b.~8 ":·oid.;:
Apply in p8rlO!ll 10 am·6 pm.
~, 608 S. lIinoi ..

~
OM4CiItS ~~~3
om. 087 ·9832.l>f.rItt in _>On.

'ifsS~AL CARE
needod 01 variou. lime•.
Richard. 529·2675.

ATTftfKrilr
Con/ad

9·1·89
5887C10
INDEPENDENT LIVING SKILLS
warker 10 wark wilh runaway &
hamel... leenagen. Parl-I,me

!:1c.~~~3~~mono
Wf~9NDER
~~~~~

IMMEDIATELY.
Parl·lim.,
e><perienced. A.t. lor Cor"! 457·

44SS or 457·.084.

SPORT INSTRUCTORS
_forIlac>ql»IbaI.SQuaro.
GoI.andw.lght.J.anJng. Earn""
lo$llan~.T~~

....,."",,-.non-tIu:IenIsmay
~. AppIcotiorW"'-- at
1toeStudent
1Iea8aIionc.nt..-Job
_
Deodineloapplt':
Noon.

Seplembe</IItl.

UFEGUARDS WANTED
Earn $3.55 en hou'. Mull " ' """"ntRoodClOll~LJe

ICIW1g CelIrcotion and ACT on
fie. AW¥attheStuderl~
lIonCerMf.

8· 2S.!W
A978C5
BARTENDRESSES IMMEDIATE
OPENING '!!'Ply in penon III The
Heal 10 On, IOaitecI DCI'OIl hom Ihe
~~cIay Inn in corbondole. 529-

~~WANTEDAPPLY ~~
:!.~I i~ ;':'6i~~~!"':
condition.

8·30·89
4988C8
PERSONAl. ATTENOfNT, REuA8Lf
~ wanted
lime a.m. ~

\:t

~~'ti!j~y!~ ~~7~47S;;lh0':,
;:~.~ 549·7988.

PRESSMAN
(must have ACT on file)
Offset Web Press
experience preferred.
(or mechanically inclined)
Evening Workblock
Application Deadline
Friday. August 31

A989C8

STUDENT
PROGRAMMING
COUNCil hal chair palition
available lor _ . a>rnmiHee.
Po.ilion book. and promole.
on campu .. 08ad~ne I~
src'icaliono ~" 30. ~ ,n
~!:~ ~.1m~' Siu enl

look In the
Dol. a.AIIIPlID

.-.aa11

~tzANfB). DfUVERlf~.
:: ;:.~rJi~...7s=i
ftt~.m:!i~_ipiu:"H:

:'i81k

A952CS .

PHLEIIOTOMIST
fULL· TIME
lemparary......ni'!9 shih, ,alary

A:i;s:t's~~ ;!h~:=r~:i

Good Luck
with
Rush

ll?~~~ 800 N. SlKond 51 .•

fff~PAAK t:~
~I:;~~ andP~l~a::~:.c:'~
~~ri:::~ecfr~!"~~f=;~n~

Certificelion, WSI C.rlificalion

~=~,d;..~~ltF~iC::m-::~n~

Your
Alumna.e
Chapter

Center. 2500 Su"",1 Drive. Ihro

ffs'·~'AIoIgUll3O, ~'OICS
EARN WHILE

"""'' 9' far

iOO "'"'" We 1M

luliime and porI-lime

r.habilitalion t.chnician, and
be "ained and
c.,lili.d. Mu.1 have a caring
altilude. apply in ~..on al
~ Squ<¥e, lSOI ShoemaI<.
Drive, M'bofo. roe. M/F/V/H.
9-6·89
511SC13
peno,no wiDing 10

CARPENTER 5 YR::r.min.
~~c, hard

The Ladies

Mull

~~':!s PREPCOOKS~~
~"';'e needed at GianI Cily
Lodge. W. g,. ~a.!lh value
i:':r"'~~~92f"'Y far

of

LO'/e,
I Sonja

8·25-89
SQ04g:.
NOW HIRiN~ WAITRESSES.
bulp""lOn •• dishwaoh.,s. PAIl!'

ponono. lull .... part-time. Day

ana

DelJaZeta

would like

~=~·IWl
·1
I
~'!\,tr ~!"~I.~~~
SeOd .....me w/relesences

I
I

10 80JI

~,~L.~~r--' Bldg.,

~~vr HIRING
RESTA=~T
Manager
lor deUvery
Pizz" Hut.

1-1

older. Malure and
re.pon.ibl. individual. Apply at

~

~.

~

_~.

I
I

Clip
&_Save
____
__
__, I

Mull 60 21 or

',EVERYTI1ING\ GOES,I
I C'DALE women-'s Imen'sl
,/baby clot~, stove'l
nmilad fumiture, silver pate
I items, boob and varlousl
Imisc. Sat., Aus_25,8cm-1
1.4pm. S. Sl 172 mi. southl
ARnold's MarkM on thel
I left.
I

~S.'t.,;~= oller 4 pm. at

~ttifJFUa; dUE· Chip ~~~!y

wanls ca_-mindod, MIl·..."..,..
Exctllenl """".• benelil.-troining.

~~.~~~~
9.1-89
51SOC10
RESEAItCHERI
·7O'J.
liME
9/15/;89-5/15/90.
M!n

Ej:~~i~:~~Qn"

11.5.

'of

~:~~:t;~

'8-25-89

5106KKS,

,YARD SAlE CARdONDAlE"
Sat 9-S, 41
I familie5-Clothes, new &j
I ~sed household & schoo!1
118~2S-'89
5069K1<5 1
I
-- I
I FURNITURE, KITCHEN. I
AND numerous items. New

managemnit/main.enace ,kill.;

1402 S, Dixon,

-WOr'"d·nge":--ed,"';c!ge.ntualras.......hou"'
.•hene,..
,
Mic..;.!h
end ~t'i~~nI
...flwar •. sb:od R•. lume & 3

'\.v;,o:..

r.lerenc. lette .. 10 Dave Hahn

~.!l'~', ~~~talion
5152C?

R.'ll"'"

x=...=...-

iilill;liIllil i~~ =~~i

I HUGE YARD SALE, chUrClil
~~~300?~S:':
'of the Good Shepherd\1
edt 549-3512.

I corner of Orchard and I

6032E12

9·5-89
TYPING

SERvlcE-·M'BORO.
I Schwartz. Sat., Aug. 26, 8-1
~.::ri:::'~ a..r::..~ 11. Clothes I housewares,l
bOOkS, furniture,1
~~ &irJ7~~53~asl anJ II toys,
pIOnb, etc.
I
9·7-89
S989EI3

18-25-89
50671<1<51
I MURPYSBORO
YARDI

TYPING AND WORD ,,",c..sing.
P~,

82S S. IUinoio (behiril
plaza Record.). Term Fap8ro,
The.i.·Dill .• relumel, .Ic. for

I SALE, Sat. August 26,.
11-W.3:00.

m~~call 529'27~,oE2O

I
II

onSfr!.2£: I~~;5-89
drin crUll ~.

PIZZA

double decker Q(

E1201<S'

YARD SALE SATURDAyl
Only. 1206 W. Schwartz.1
Cloth, bcby, & hou$8holdl
I items.
. I
S1491<1<5 I
I 8- 2S-89
I GIGANTIC MOVING SAlE.,
I Comer Portrige and Plover,1
I Fri. Sat. Suit., 8-S. lob oij
I everythingl Fum. and newl

Free ~ oller 4 f"I' $2 all Is
Court
8·25·89
S872E5
IlABYSITTING iN MY hOiJi8: Malure
5~~~I82r."ence, references.
5110E23
9·20·89
LAWN MOWING, BAGGING
Irimming and
available. had
~29!;7t. Pra. qualily. ph.

r;,.,zz.::~~;.~ind

tlr

r•

8·30·89

Furniture,.

household. and baby items'
I rurn
at McElvain School off r
~va blacktop and followl

CAR STEREO INSTALlATION 01
your Iocalion. W. ,.rvic. all
inakeo. SaIeo&5ervica. 985·8183.
tilli-fGREAT

I :~;i1YI

S076E8

4985KK5 1

I=frl~~~~i

I AlL CHURCH HUGE yardl

fljiLIfJ

I Toys, household item

&.

18-25:89
PREGNAN ?

Free Pregnancy Test:""
ConfldenlialAssi$tance

549-2794
215 W. Malti

TbeMost
Distinguished'
Chapter Does
it again ..•
Congratulations
on Gamma
Kappa's
National Awards
Star Standards of
Excellence
National PR
Award
National
Outstanding
Newsletter

;'

National suota
Awar

congratulate
Pam Vitale

on her
engagement
to
Scott Morris

ez
IlZ
Congratulations
to our
new Initiates
Suzanne Basedo'oV

•K~lIi Brohdmmer

I YARD SAlE: C'DAlE, 4161
IS. Washington: couch I

J 11!~~9

Sl~5KK~1

Carolyn Vavrek
pinned to
Blake Centers
Dana Denkioger
lavaliered to
SconSims

Debbie Deedin
-lavaliered to
Jeff Johnson
Kelly malone
lavaliered to
Steve Lydon
Jennifer Macanso
lavaliered to
Bill Smith
Beth Ann
lavaliered to
George Merideth

Angela Chochowski
Amy DiMarco
Adrienne Gea~

Amy Crow
Engaged to
Brian Deck

PanieGillham
Karen Greenwald
Becky Greenwalt

Cara Caldieraro
engaged to
Brent Reed

Jodi King
C~ristine

Mack

April Platis

Steffanie Jurgen:;
engaged to
Scott Seegmiller

Jodi Schindewolf

Amy Taylor

I chairs, tables. clothes andj
. I misc. Sot. & Sun. 9-11000. I

SigKap
Congrates to:

Gabrielle Bohn
Bethany Bounds

Laurie Shaw

5001KKsl

Way To Keep
UpTbe
Winning
SigKap
Tradition
...J

I hou$8hold items.

I

National
Sisterhood Award

to

S127KKSI
I SAT. S03 S. IlliNOIS 9 ami
I until noon, waterbed, bike,l

18-25-89

can BIRTHRIGHT

'

100% Reporting

. &ani"9'

Pick up Applications at the
Communications Bldg.
Rm 1259. Daily Eqyptian
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i),(j 1Don'tllwe-upl

,:!:,)

CIXIC_

Starla Youder

I;K

Summer Love

1o.-1t
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Tippey's Restaurant
The Best Around In Food & Service

Home Cnoked

Big Day
Breakfast

Dinners Daily
Fridays -

,,

" Mother Goose and Grimm

>,,.

by Mi~e Peters

• Skillet Fried
Chicken
• BBQ Ribs
I • Ribs & Kraut
• Roast Beef
• Choice of 16
Salads and
Vegetables to
Choose From

• 2 Pancakes
• 2 Bacon Slices
• J. SCiusage Links
" 2 Eg['6",'

• Orange Juice &
Coffee
(No Substitutes)

$3.99
Served Daily until 11 am
except Sept. 1 6

$4.25

Pies From Scratch
Open: Mon. - Sat. 5:3\Jam - 8:00pm
687-9531
M'Boro
1603 Walnut

Walt Kelly's pogo

by Doyle & Stemecky

T-BIRDS

25(
cathy
!'\IE PllIO '1,200 ~ 'fEAA
fDIt CAA IHSUItANCE ftJI/.
10 'iEII~, I'VE NEVfP.
fIIID OflE GtAIM,

by Cathy Guisewite

Drafts
noon-8 pm

C111 N. Washington

529-3808
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Rose: I did my part to get
into baseball's Hall of Fame
The suspension of Cincinnati they played and to baseball in
Reds manager Pete Rose general."
probably won't keep him out of
Most of the writecs contacted
the Hall of Fame.
Thursday mOrning said ~y bad
Because more than 400 no problem· with: Rose's
members of the Baseball Writers' induction, but they also said they
Association of America are would 'reserve judgment untilall
eligitJe 10 vote for Hall of Fame faclS arebown about the exte.it
&andi4ates, it's impossible 10, \lfRose·s~bJ.in!, .... .'::' .....
,gauge how the slOspension will
"I ~ink l'd still vote' for him
affect their ~inion of Rose when because of .what be did on the
be becomesel,igibt, for ~ 1faII. field,",saidPaul Mey.er, who
in 1992.. ',,:~" . ":'.~ ~.~" '·~··.':~o~erc:dtbe:Reds.forDayton
; But a randoin.poD of several . Newspapers;'lnc •• from 1914
.writers Thursday momingthrOugh 1986 lind currently worts
indicJlted that what Rose for the Pittsburgh Posl-Gazeue. ~.
:accomplished on" the field wiH .•'.; l'Ilhinkhe w~:ai'.bell off.
.carry more weight thaJ!. .hill " player, and I guess I'd like to
:gambling suspension.
.
. bearwbat Pete bas 10 say about
Rose •. baseball' II all~time hits ..,(bese allegations. If it turns out lie
leader. said Thursday be·S.Dot did iri.fact.~on the Reds, then
:~ about it
' .
I'd probably ie-think this. But:if
:: "I did my part to gel inlO the they voted today. I'd probab~
;Hall of Fame," Rose said. !'It's vote for him,~!
.~
'.up to you people who do the
Rick Hummel of the SL LoUis
:voting .;.1 can't really worry ,Posl~Dispatch said the fact tile
.about something that'$. J1Ql under. . suspension may be. lifted bJ the
my conool It works against me lime Rose is eligible may belp. .~
-because 1 was never able 10 teU
"I think his chances are still
'my side of the'story. But I will' good;.. ··Hulllmel said. "-"J'm jtist
tell my side of the •
. guessing the suspension might be
story l!efon: you'rel'e8dyto vote lifted by &be time his namea>mes
for the Hall of Fame."
up. He's got two more ye&rs1O go
Of Ihc. eight guidelines for the before his name comes up. He
writers 10 base their choices on. didn', do this while he was
only one could trip Rose. playing. 1 would vote for him
Guideline No~ 4 says candidates right now."
'!sball be chosen on the basis of
Bob Henzel of the Pittsburgh
playing ability. integrity, Press covered the Reds for The
sportsmanship. character, their Cincinnati Enquirer from 1969
contribution 10 the team on which through 1978. He said Rose's

au

&1JrJ PIZZA

611 S, ILLINOIS AVE, ON THE STRIP

FREE 6 PACK OF COKE

slrong
11TEIiIi wfMedium 6.95
relationshipwithwri<ers should
or Large
9.95
help him when. be be':omes
DEEP PA" PIZZA
eligible fir the Hall.
.
FREE fAST DWYERY
".
549-8178
-, "I think he shoUld go in."
.
CHECK
:OOR tiEW SIZE
'
_,'
Jlertzel said. "I've got no
problem with him going in. I
.think he'sprobably a sick puppy
who needs some help. I think
; : 'We' CorifUjf[y InVite 7'ou
'what hedi!l wa$ dastardly to
fin'""':.'
f,aseb:H. but it docsu't d e t t a c t · , . '.LU
,from what he did on the field."
;-;EarI Lawsoa.whocovered the
,~-Y_,.,.rl~J:
,':'--~

om:

CA1·.,,.Ark C' AMPU S
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~: ::e:I~~:t~~~'i:' . ·"wfare.~ ~r~9P cf ~
j<way he can be kept Pout

_CJ/~International and

;CooperstOwn. N.Y.. &l1Oge1her.'·· .
.... "The guy'S had a great career," .
-Lawson Said. "You can't lake that
l1way nqm him.' Whethel' he.l3

'American believers
irf Christ comn'iittEid
to knowing Him and
making Him known.
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.;elected to the Hall of Fame or
.
not.
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:OO's going to be.there. There's no
J~
>!way they can take his records' . 501.W,~all1 Street. . :'
':away from him.
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Pete Rose.~
62~1
Psychoogls
I · t calms
SUNDAY SERVICES
behaves like compulsive gambler-J)~ _Samrda~A:;::::~O:3_~esda~:::!'::='
816 S, Dl Ave., Carbondale, IL

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) _
Banned Cincinnati Reds Manager
Pete R<:'re shows several traits of
\\\e compulsive gambler _
beginning with denial thai. he is

an addict _ a psychologist who
has studied Rose through media
reports said Thursday.
Compulsive gambling is a
mental disorder that cuts across
class. age and sex. said Vmcent
Rinella, director of clinical
program development at the
Philadelphia Psychiatric Center.

Addicts exhibit common
characteristics and Rose, as an
athlete' with a competitive
personality and high energy level,
fits a general portrait of a
compulsive gambler, Rinella said.
Compulsive gamblers also have
a high rate of absenteeism from
work. ask others for money,
borrow money from illegal
sources, avoid paying taxes and
have family problems, he said.
Rose allegedly has evaded tax

payments on his v.r:llI1ings from success rate than programs fo~"drug and alcohol addiction.
,~
gambling.
Rinella, a psychologist and
The Philadelphia Psychiatri '
lawyer. said Rose's denials that Center offers treatment programs
he is addicted to gp.;nbling only on bolh an in- and OUl-patient
basis which include counseling
confonns w the pauem.
.. Denial is the hallmark of any and therapy and close
coordination
with Gamblers
addiction." be said.
According to Rinella, the Anonymoust Rinella said. Legal
amount of money wagered or lost advice on bow to handle debts is
does not determine compulsiv~ also availiible.
Both Rinella and Angelo S.
gambling.
"It isn't a matter of gambling $1 SIrtSS that attendance at Gamblers
meetings
is
million a year. If it gelS you inlO Anonymous
economic or legal uouble, you're necessary to tteat addiction to
gambling.
a compulsive gambler."
"Beyond
these
ttaits. "When 1 went to my first
compulsi ve gamblers are driven meeting, they gave me a
by the thrill of having money on book," Angelo S. said.
the line. or what gamblers call "It was as if someone had been
·action.· ..
following me around for years. ..
- Angelo S. said his gambling
The tretment method of
addiction also led him 10 leave his Gamblers Anonymous. like
wife five limes while fleeing from Alcoholics Anonymous, foc~
loan sbarts.
Oil getting gamblers to recognize
Rinella said the treating of their addiction and to lake
compulsive gamblers bas a higher responsibility for their actions.

Reds fans don't begrudge Rose
CINCINNATI _ Earl Drayer
propped himself against the bar
and let out a loud cheer when
Pete Rose's face flashed across'
the television screen Wednesday
night
"Go Pete '" he shouted in
unison with about 20 others. "He
reaLy didn't do anything wrong."
Drayer and others who live in
the neighborhood where Rose
grew up and learned to play
baseball say they will always
re.member him as the greatesl
r,layer in Lie game. despite his
banishment fir gambling.
Bob Noeth, 48, Pete's
stepbrother. played ball with Rose
when they were growing up.
Noeth said the Rose case has
been "taken to(l far" by
comm:ssioner A. BanIett
Giarnaui and the media
"I don't thinlc what he did is as
bad as lazy people who sit around
and take drugs. '.'
M0 st

of the bar patrons agreed that in the community. He said the
Rose's off-field problems should seuIement was the best mow; for
not keep the all-time hits leader Rose and tais supporters.
out of the Hall of Fame.
"I thinlt everybody will be
Others weren't surprised Rose relieved il'S finally all ovar,"
decide to end his court fight by Kuhn said. "I think people in
accepting the suspension.
Cincinnati will alway .. remem~
"I think be knew he was dead him as a great ball;Jlayer. but I'm
meat." said Jeff Stevison. "I'm a afraid everyone else will only
Reds fan, but what can you say think of him as a gambler. It's a
when everyone in town knows shame his image has to be
be'sguilty1"
tarnished liIcc that"
Despite
tne
gambling
Pam Petrosky of Southgate.
allegations and suspension from Ky., said she fears the suspension
baseball. Stevison said most fans could cost Rose his street .. Pete
will remember Rose for his Rose Way _ as weU as a SIlOI. 81.
accomplishments on the field. He
said money and ego are what the Hall of Fame.
broUght the Reds manager down.
"I think: it would make people
"Money affected his brain." mad if they changed the name of
Stevison said. "Bul he's still a the street or uied to keep him out
great athlete. Nobody can take of the dall." she said.
that away from him."
"Cincinnati
Ken Kuhn said Rose's lengthy wanted him when be was playing
legal bauIe with Giamaui hun his baseball. They can't take all that
credibility and cost him support away from him now...
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Dance 8:00pm-12 midnight
Main Lounge-Dan Davislocal disc jockey
playing the top 40 hits.
-Sunday Aug 27,
Sunday Nite Live (SNl.J
6:00pm Picnic & swimming
at Little Grassy Lake

Bible Study 'The Problem
of Evil: The Book of Job"

- Wednesday Aug 30, 6:00pm
Single Parent Support Group,
9:00pm Midweek Communion
-Thursday, Aug, 31, 7:00pm Film
Festival "WITNESS' - SOc FREE

POPCORN

(This one is on the house!)
-Friday Sept I, 12:00 noon
-Monday Aug 28,8:OOiIlIl
Theological Discussion Group,
"Great Start!!" Start your.week BYO-Lunch. Drinks provided
off with an attitude adjustment!

(across from McDonalds)

~

~

carbondale

) community of faith

::.,....-'

a church

Temporary meeting at:
The Evangelical Presbyterian Church
624 N. Oakland (north of the Armory)
2:00 PM SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICE
7:00PM WEDNESDAY NIGHT PRAYER
MEETING

COME JOIN US AS WE WORSHIP THE lIVING
GOD, AND EXALT OUR SAVIOR, JESUS
.
CHRIST.
WE ARE A NON-DENOMINAnONAL GROliP
OF BRIEVERS WHO GATHER TOGETHER TO:
-EXAlT THE SAVIOR, JESUS CHRIST
-EQUIP THE SAINTS FOR MINISTRY
-PROCLAIM THE TRIDH OF GOD AS
REVEALED IN HOLY SCR.PTURE, SO OTHERS
MAY KNOW THE LOVE OF THE LORD.
WE WELCOME YOU TO COME BE A PART OF
OUR nuOWSHIPUU

For Information, call 457-532.
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lowereost to students than the COf11>8Iition.
Free Pickup & Delivery.
No cost to the Instructor or the Department.
Areas most complete Binding services.
Fast Copyright Permission Service.
Locally owned and Locally operated.

KOPIES & MORE
NEW LOCATION -

809 S. Illinois Ave

(4 doors N. of Campus McOonalds - not on the island)
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----------WATCH FOR
THE ELECTRONIC FESTIVAL
August 23, 24 & 25 IN THE
BOOKSTORE AT THE STUDENT CENTER
8:00 am - 8:00 pm Wed & Thurs
8:00 am - 5:30 pm Friday
Special Prices on
Calculators, Disks, Tapes,
And Much More.

Free Prizes!
Swdcmt Center 536-3321
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Browns look to overcome
also-ran status this season
CLEVELAND (UPI) - The
Cleveland Browns like to brag
about their number of playoff

appearances.
Since they joined the league in
1950, the Browns have appeared
in the playoffs 21 times, tying the
Los Angeles Rams for the most
pos.season appearances in NFL
history.
The important number to the
Browns and owner Art Modell is
not 21. It's 25, which is the
number of years that has passed
since Cleveland last won an NFL
championship.
The learn has made the playoffs
six tim~ in the 1980s but three of
the worst moments in team
history followed. "The Pass,"
"The Drive" and the "The
Fumble" still haunt the team and
Its fans.
The Browns are so eager to
reach the Super Bowl that they let
Coach Marty Schottenheimer go
after he led the team to four
straight playoff appearances.
In his place is Bud Carson, the
longtime NFL defensive assistant
who is getting his first head
coaching job at age 58. He takes
over a team with the best record
in the APC the past three years
but one that appeared to slip in
1988.
'ibe Browns, afler three straight
Central Division crowns, went
10-6 anti lost in the wild card
.game to the Houston Oilers. With
the APC Central shaping up as
one of the top divisions in
fOOibalI, Carson has his work cut

out for him.
"I want us to have a team with
backbone, with players that get
after people," Carson said. "I
want to be able to blow people off
the line of scrimmage. I don't
want to have 'to throw on thirdand-one. I want this team to have
a tough personality."
. ..
That is exactly the kind of talk
the players and fans lilce to hear.
Carron is replacing the 3-4
defense' with an aggressive 4-3
front with a main goal of geUing
more pressure on the quarterback.
The move to four down lineman
should benefit second-year man
Michael Dean Perry the most, as
his quickness gives him an
advantage in the interior of the
line.
The rest of the line howevel', is
a question mark. Veterans Al
"Bubba" Bakcr and Carl "Big
DAddy" Hariston have looked
good in training camp, and free
agent signee Robert Banks,
second-year player Van Wahers
and rookie Anthony Stewart
should contribute at end.
Linebacking is solid, and the
secondary has good depth and a
new look. Three-time Pro Bowler
Hanford Dixon will play at free
safety, with Felix Wright !!lOving
to strong safety and wither
Anthony Blaylock or Kerry
Glerm taking Dixon's cornerback.
spot.
Offensively, quarterbacks
coach Mark Trestman has been
promoted
to
offensive

coordinator, and the Browns
shipped out Earnest Byuer and
Herman Fontenot in an attempt to
add speed to the offense. They
traded up to get running back Eric
Metcalf but he is unsigned, as is
second-round choice Lawyer
Tillman. the receiver from
Auburn the Browns traded a No.
1 pick 10 geL
With Metcalf holding out,
tailback is a question mark. Free
agent Keith Jones and Tony
Baker, who cairied three times
last year, are the leading
caudidates to start. Kevin Mack is
the fullback bur he will stand trial
Sept. 18 on drug charges.
The offensive line played
poorly last year as the Browns
went through four starting
quarterbacks. Pass protection
must improve if Bernie Kosar is
to stay healthy and the line must
improve its run blocking with the
hard-blocking Bynel' gone and ~e
offense featuring smaller backs.
Tight end Ozzit Newsome ~.
back fOl his 12th and final seaso,l
with the assurance that he will be
an important pan of the offense.
Carson was with the Steelers
when they won their first two
Super Bowls but unfonunately
the Browns don't have Joe
Greene, Jack Ham, Jack Lamben
or Mel Blount
The Browns
strong in some
areas, questionable in others.
How the offensive "lld defensive
Jines come together will
determine the success of Carson's
first season.
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Male Smokers Wanted •••
for a study of the physiological and
psychological effects of Cigarette smoking.

We will pay S~O-SI40
for 3 to 6 morning sessions.
Must be 21-35 years old, 150-190 Ibs.

Call SIU-C Psych Dept. 536-2301

you can leave your office
549-0788 Free Pick-up Delivery
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kinko's

_----Friday---_~

Happy Hour 'Til 9:00
3 for 1
Long Islands
1.05
Coors X-Tra Gold Btls.
1.50
Absolut

-

Saturday" -.
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FreeBratw~
Barbeq~!. ~.

begins at 5:00!
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Redskins' Doug Williams ,
'\
scheduled for back sUf,gery 1~=And=viSi=tThe=Hom=eor=Rock=.nR=oll=~
CARLYLE, Pa. (UPI) _
Washington Redsldns quarterback
Doug Williams is schedubd to
undergo surgery Friday to correct
a herniated disc in his lower back
and will be sidelined at least eight
weeks, the club announced
Thursday.
Williams, 34, injured his back
during an offseason workout on a
treadmill and missed all of the
club's training camp at Dickinson
College.
Williams, entering his 10th
NFL season, will be operated on
by neurosurgeon Dr. Bruce
Ammerman, a consulting
physician with the team, at Sibley
Memorial Hospital, according to
a statement released by the club.
The quarlerback's injury was
identified after doctors at Sibley
performed a 'IIedical procedure

Wednesday in which dye was
injected into his spinal cord and
he was X-rayed to determine
whethel' there was spinal-column
or spinal-cord damage. The injury
initially was believed to be a
nerve root irritation.
He will spend four to seven
days recovering in the hospital,
then will be sidelined up to 10
weeks. The Redskins could place
the quarterback on the nonfootball-related illness-injury
reserve list as eraly as next
Tuesday.
Williams spent 10 days in the
hospital earlier this month
receiving traction therapy on his
back.
Mark Rypien already has been
named the team's starting
quarterback for the regular
seasooopener Sept. 11 against the

New York Giants.
MeanwhilU1e team reportedly
was seekinilJo trade veteran
defensive llickle Dean Hamel,
who walked e,lt of camp Aug. 7.
Hamel spoke- with coach Joe
Gibbs by telephone Wednesday
night and Thursday morning and
told reporters that the team is
trying to trade him rather than let
him return.
Gibbs would not conf'rrm that
the team is seeking to uade
Hamel, who has played four
seasons with the Redskins and
was in line 10 inherit the starting
tackle spot vacated by the retired
DaveButz.
"Things just aren't resolved,"
Gibbs said. ~I talked again this
morning with him and we're just
going to continue to tty to work
that out."

And The Binhplace Of The Blues'

Graceland
The private world of Elvis awaits you in

Memphis
Saturday, Sept. 2 - Monday, Sept. 4
Your trip Includes:
Round trip Coach ttansponation (Bus leaves Saturday a1 9:00am). Two
Nights ax the River Place Hotel. One Admission lickellO Graceland Home of Elvis.

$65.00

for Students

$70.00

for FacultyIStaff

Other attractions in Memphis
·Memphis Blues Festival, Sept 3
-Greyhound Uog Races
·Mud Island
·Mississippi River Boat Cruises
·Beale Street - Home of the Blues
For more information call SPC at 536-3393, 3r4 floor SWden! Center
Sponsored by SPC Travel & Recreation Committee

Western IlIino~s seeks to repeat
as Gateway Conference champs
MACOMB (UP!) _ Can senior Larty Heimburger.
Gene Ben •• art do f(\f' West..:m
Craddock, 37,28-1 in six
Illinois at quarterback what Paul seasons, has been the conference'
Singer did the last three seasons?
coach of the year lIIe last two
If so, the Leathernecks could seasons and was the Kodak
win their second consecutive Division I-AA coach of the year
Gateway Collegiate Athletic last season in the Midwest
Conferenc.e football title. If nolo
lbe Leathernecks, 10-2, and 6they'U probably finish about 0 in conference play in 1988,
third, whicb is wben: they were suffered only one conference loss
picked in a preseason poll of in two seasons behind Singer,
conference c u a c h e s . w h o was drafted by the Atlanta
This is likely 10 be a football Falcons of the NFL. He was one
season at Will filled with passion of four Leathernecks drafted.
and perspective. Coach Bruce Also picked were defensive end
Craddock, heading into his Marlin Williams, guard Ron
seventh season, is battling liver Nesbitt and fullback Brett
and Sloma;;t\ cancer that was Grimshaw.
diagncs.:-d last spring.
"[ don't think Benhart will
"Be r.aso't missed a practice yet throw as much as Singer, but !'m
and i1e's regained most of the 40 sure he will run m,')re,"
ponds he lost in tile spring," said Heimburger said of the 6-toot-5,
WIV Sports Information DueclOr 2lS-pound quarterback from tt.e
Page 30, Dai~lS.vptiWl, August 25, 1989

Chic2.go area.
Western returns eight starters on
offense and six OIl defense.
Besides Benhart, the Icey
offensive players are senior
running back Michael Cox. and
wide receiver Steve Williams.
Cox rushed last season for 435
yards and nine touchdowns, and
Williams caught 53 passes for
872 yards.
The offensive line is beefy, led
by two returning starters _ Brian
Rcbac (6-5, 315) and Shawn
Mattraw (6-4, 230) and the
leading lineman will be Rich
Ruether (6-2, 265).
The kicking game is probably
as good as any in NCAA Di"ision
I-AA, Heimburger said. It will
feature punter Mike Krause, who
averaged 40.9 yards last season,
and kicker Layne Bennett.

General Store

Supplies For Your Apartment
& Home
(individual pieces available)
·Crockerv ·Kitchen Ware
.Porcelain
.Oishes

·Tools
·Cast Iron

B & K Furniture
Large Selection Of Used Furniture
CANOE AND Kayak Club
will meet from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Aug. 28. in Pulliam Pool. New
members are welcome, no
experience necessary_ Be
prepared to get wet.
LOW·IMPACT AEROBICS
will meet from 5 to 6 p.m. (Aug.
28-Dec.8); Mon., Wed. and Fri. in
the Rec. Cenler West Gym.
NOON AEROBICS will be
from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m. Mon.,
Wed, and Fri. (Aug.28-Dec.8); in
the Rec. Center Dance Swdio.
A.M. AEROBICS will meet
from 7 to 8 a.m. , Tues. and
Thurs. (Aug.28-Dec.8) in the
Rec. Cenler Dance Studio.
PRE-BEGINNER Aerobics
will meet from 5 to 6 p.m. Mon.,
Wed. and Fri. (Aug. 2Il-Oct .13)
in the Rec. Cenler Dance Studio.
BEGINNER AEROBICS will
meet from 4 to 5 p.m. Mon., Wed.
and Fri. (Aug. 28-OcL 13) in the
Rec. Center Dance Studio.
MANDATORY CAPTAINS
D.eeting for intramural outdoor
socc« will be at 5 p.m. Aug. 28

in the Assembly Room EasL For
details call 536-5531.
MANDATORY CAPTAINS
meeting for intramural 12"
softball-Men's B league, 6:15
p.m.; all others meet at 5:30 p.m.
Aug. 28 in the Assembly Room

EasL
AQUA AEROBICS session
one from 5 to 6 p.Il'. (Aug. 28
thru OcL13); will meet Mon. and
Wed. at the Rec. Center
Natatorium. For de4ails call 5365531.
AQUA AEROmCS session
two from 6 to 7 p.m. (Aug 29Dec. 6); will meet Tues., Thurs.
and Sun: at the Rec. Center
Nataorium. For details call 5365531.
INTRAMURAL Badminton
singles registration ends 10 p.m.
Aug. 29 at the Rec. Center
Information Desk. All divisions
and skill levels available. $3 fee
required for non-use pass holders.
All participants must pay $1
refundable forfeit fee. For details
call 453-127j.

INTRAMURAL
PUTT·
PUTT Golf Tournament wil be
from 4 to 9 p.m. Aug 29. Sign up
at the Rec. Center Information
Desk or at the Hogie Hole. S10
fee required for non-use pass
holders. All participants nust pay
$1.50 fee to the Bogie Hole. For
details call 536-553 l.
ADULT AEROBICS will
meet from 5 to 6 p.m. (Aug. 29Sept. 30); Tues., Thurs. and at
noon Sat. in the Dance Studio.
For information call 536-5531.
BODY WORKOUT will meet
from 6:15 to 7:15 p.m. (Aug. 29Dec. 7); Tues. and Thurs. in the
Rec. Center West Gym.

Velvet Swivel
Rockers

Campbell
Re-Lax-On
Mattress & Foundation
'99."
Full Set
'99,"

Regular
On Sale For

I Twin Set
!

1324 Walnut
Murphysboro, IL 62901
684-4455
Monday -- Thursday 9:00··5:00
Friday
9:00 _. 6:00
Saturday
9:00··5:00

s149."
s89.'"

@
~
~ '.

SHAWNEE TRAILS Bike
Treck informational meetings will
be Aug. 29 in Carbondale at the
Chamber of Commerce Office,
Aug. 30 in the Mt. Vernon
Schwinn Cyclery shop and Aug.
31 at the Marion Chamber of
Commerce office. All sessions
begin at 7 p.m. For information
call the ALA office at 985-2009.

OPEN

EGYPTIAN

Z4
HOaRS

Photo Finish

BrC2Gkfast
finytimcz

1 HR. FILM PROCESSING

Broccoli Beef or Sweet and Sour Cbicken

We make Prints from Prints
One Day B & W Rim
Processing· Over-night
Slide Processing

Soup
Eggroll

Fried Rice (11-2:30)
Fortune Cookies

Fast Friczndly

Xerox Copies 3¢

e Offer Only Fresh, Nutritious,
Delicious, Low Calorie, Low
'holesterol Food.
.
1 mile S. of StU on At. 51 549-7231

M-Th: 8-7

Sczrvitcz

Fri & Sat 8-5:30

529-1439
549-2022

600 S. Illinois

717 S. Illinois
Carbondale

8 -12 noon

8 -12 noon

Saturdays

Saturdays

• Peaches
• Tomatoes
• Apples

• Peppers
• Sweet Corn
• Cantaloupe

• Watermelon
• Honey
• Baked Goods
& Crafts

Come Early to get the Best Selection!
Westown Mall - West of Murdale
Music by cathy, Lew l!t friends

Thesday-Saturday 5pm-7pm
ReservatWns Recommended

201 N. Washington
529-3322

H & R BLOCK INCOME TAX COURSE BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 7.

Deadline To Apply For
Student Medical
Benefit Fee Refund

Thousands of people enjoy part·tlme employment and earn
money each year as Income tax preparers. Many received
their training In income tax courses taught by H & R
BloCk.

H & R Block Is offering a 83Sic Income Tax Course starting
September 7. '1989. Students may choose from either
morning or evening classes.

fRIDAY, September 8

The 75-hour Basic course Introduces students to income
tax preparation. They will receive hands-on experience in
preparing individual tax returns, working wlth Increasingly
complex tax situations as the tenn progresses. It is Ideal
for homemakers, retirees, teachers or anyone else wanting
to Increase hiS or her tax knowledge.

To apply for a ...fuM, a student must
p r _ t his/her lnawance policy liooidet
or the acheciuJe of benefits along with the
Insurance wallet I.D. card to the Student
Health Program, Insurance OffJce. leMItar
Hall, 11_
All students, Including
tt-e who have applied for a Cancellation
Waiver allHl whose .... are not yet paid.
must apply fur the refund before the
d_dllne. Students 17 and under n_d a
parent's slgnafure.

11..

Qualified graduates of the course may be offered job
interviews with H & R Block but are under no obligation to
accept employment.
Registration forms and brochures can be obtained by
contacting 1400 W. Main or calling 457-0449,
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Join Our Silver Anniversary
Celebration
"Classic COlDbo Meals"
Regular Roast Beef Sandwich
Potato Cakes or a Bag of Fries
& Large Drink

~No~Xo~o~~2DED.
~
~
~
Offer valid thru Sept. 30. 1989.
Not valid with any other offer.

Watch For Other Specials To Be Announced Each Week
in Newspaper & on Radio
925 Joe Clifton Dr.
Paducah, KY
(502) 443-1050

1301 N. Yale
Marion,IL
(618) 997-5040

1010 E. Main St.
Carbondale, IL
(618) 457-2825

1916 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY
(502) 554-1900

r-------------r-------------T------------Arby's®
I309-A

2 Arby's-Regular Roast Beef
Sandwiches

I

Arby's~

Sub Deluxe
Sandwich

Super Roast Beef
Sandwich

$?$2.29 $?$1.69 $?$1.59
Umlt 6. OU"r valid Ihru
Sept. 30. 1989 ~t Fr. :'p.>lmg

Arbo,.;, Re~!"\JrMlI' ~t)I "al.d
....'rh oilY atOer :..oll.::t

Umit 6. Ofl€r valid Inn.>

Sept. 30. 1989 .... '

Umit 6. Offl;r valid Ihru

Sept. 30. 1989 al pal1lClpat.ng
Arby, Re!.t.'lurants Not "lIIlrd

l)drtKlpaUng

Arb)" ,Rl."ldUTonl> Not "'dlld
....,Ih "''I>' olher oller

lI..1\h

an'i otlle! oller.

r-------------r-------------T------------Arby's(~

Arby's~

Chicken Breast
Sandwich

Looney Tunes

Arby's'~'

Bu~ket

Collect a Different reusable
Looney Tunes Bucket each week.
Buckets include: Junior Sandwich,
Regular Fries, Small Drink.
Chocolate Chip Cookie. Sucker & Prize.

Roast Chicken Club
Sandwich

$?$1.59 $?$1.59 $?$1.79
Umtt 6. Olfer v"lid Ihn..
Sept. 30. 1989 d! pdJ11{1p<\lmg

Artl',/$ R"~I"Ur<1n1S !'iol "did
WIth an.,. olt~r Oiii!T

limit 6. Ofl('T

~'dbd Ihr\J

Sept. 30. 1989

41 partlClpllting

A~', Re~laurom> !l:ot
wuh olJ'l\; other olla

vdlld

Umit 6. Offpr valid thlll

Sept. 3D, 1989 al partlClpatrng

Arl>-,:', R~lauranlS. Nol valid
lI.,th an!; other o:>iler

rs\~

Arbys
<::::0

------------------------------------------

Rose banished from baseball for life
NEW YORK (UPI) _ Pete
Rose, whose slashing singles and
head-first slides once made him
the very embodiment of baseball,
Thursday was banished for life by
Commissioner A. Bartlett
Giamatti, ending a gambling
scandal that has shadowed the
game for six months.
Baseball's all-time hit leader
may apply for reinstatement in a
year but no major leaguer, most
notably members of the 1919
Chicago "Black Sox," has won
such a reprieve.
Saying he believed Rose bet on
Reds games, GiarnaUi insistec! he
had upheld the power and
mandate of his office to maintain
baseball's integrity. In Cincinnati,

where his wife Carol gave birth to
a daughter Tuesday, the former
Reds manager denied gambling
on baseball or having a gambling
problem.
"I made some mistakes and
I'm being punished for those
mh'lakes," said Rose, whose job
as manager tenninated with the
signing of the agreement at 3 pJl'
Wednesday. "The settlement is

fair.
"My life is baseball. I hope to
get back into baseball as soon as 1
possibly can. Regardless of what
the commissioner said today, I
did not bet on baseball That's all
lean say."
Standing before a major-league
logo
that
was
kamed

appropriately enough in funeral
black, Giamatti set no timetabh~
for Rose's reinstatemenL He S?..id
the burden was on Rose ID s!:.ow a
"redirected,
reconfigured,
rehabilitated life...
Gl8l1laui stressed there was no
evidence Rose bet against his
club. He also said any decision on
Rose's Hall of Fame credentia1s
belonged to the Baseball Writers'
Association of America. Voting
guidelines for the Hall of Fame
include the issue of integrity.
"There is no deal," Giamalti
said. "There is a Slanding majorleague rule on the subject. It is
nOl Pete Rose's rule. It is not Bart
Giamatti's rule. There is no
automaticity. There is no

guarantee."
The ban goes into effect
i.mmediately, with the Reds
naming Tommy Helms as the
team's new manager. Rose,48,
may not hold any job under
major-league
jurisdiction,
whether as an official or
broadcaster.
So marked an apparent end to
what has become baseball's
biggest
scar.dal
since
Commissioner
Kenesaw
Mountain Landis ruled members
of the "Black Sox" conspired to
throw the World Series.
Ironically, Chicago's opoonent
that year was Cincinnati.
With emotion he has not shown
sUlCe he broke Ty Cobb's career

hit record Sept. 11, 1985, the man
once known as Charlie Hustle
told a separate news conference
in Cincinnati: "As you can
imagine, this a
very sad day. I've been in
baseball lhree decades and to
think I'm going to be out of
baseball for a very shon period of
timehuns."
But there is no guarantee of a
brief absence. Under majorleague Rule 21, a player or
manager betting on games
involving his own team shall be
declared
"permanently
ineligible." Rule 15 (c) allows a
banished figure LO apply for
See ROSE, Page 29

Volleyball's alumni
return for matchup
By Tracy Sargeant
Staff Writer

The Salulcis Volleyball Team
with host their annual alumni
match at 2 r..m. Sept. 3 in Davies
G)m.
Coach Patti Hagemeyer
commented that this year's roster
includes approximately 21 alumni
returners.
"This is an annual affair,
they've done it every year and it
has been real successful," she
said.
The alumni come from various
places. Coacb Hagemeyer said
that some of them are coaching
high school volleyball
"But, a Jot of them are returns
from the last three to four years.
There will be a few here and there
from an earlier year," Hagemeyer
said.
"Tbe whole weekend is
planned with things for the
alumni to do. Weaiber permitting,
they will play beach volleyball on
Salurday. They will probably get
nice and sore before the match on
Sunday," she said.

A banquet will be held after the
match.
Coach Hagemeyer said that this
is her team's first real game this
year.
"In fact. that's the fllSt time
we'll have had a team together as
far as a starting line-up. And it
will give me chance to see what
they ean do six on six," she said.
Sbe also said that it's exciting
to see the returners and that she's
interested because she hasn'1
meet a lot of the alumni.
"The older kids know some of
IDe pecple that have been out the
last three years, but it's always
fun for the younger kids to see
who some of the older alumni
are," she said.
The games will be nm with the
alumni rotating in and out
periodically. "They've told me
that their so old that they'll need a
break. We'r" going to let each
take theirshoL at us. We'll play
five games DO matter wbat," she
said.

The matcb starts at 2 p.rn. and
is free and opeD to the public.

Sophomore pltcher cede Darnel fires a pilch
during practice at the lAW field Tuesday

Women golfers' top priority
winning conference tourney

Saluki defensive coordinator
doing well after heart surgery
By Daniel Wallenberg
Staff Writer

By Kevin Simpson
Staff Writer

SIU-C women's golf coach
Diane Daughe."\y promises plenty
of intra-squad competition for the
top rosier positions in the
upcoming golf season.
Daugherty, entering her fourth
season with the Salukis, looks to
improve the team's second-place
finish in tilt. Gateway Conference
Championship ill the spring.
Illinois
State
won
the
championship last year.
"We have a real tough schedule
and stiff competition," Daugherty
said. "Our main goal of the year
is to get the championship back."
The women's golf team bas
captured
the
conference
championship three times in this
decade, the latest one coming in
1988. Also in the same year, Julie
Shumaker walked away wilb the
individual championship title.
Daugterty hopes her three
seniors, Shumaker, Lisa Meritt
and Lisa Johnson will provide the
leadership needed to return the
champ;onship to SIU-C.
"We have a real stroPg nucleus.
Besides our three seniors, there

aftemDOI1. The C8rbonctaIe native received the
teEm's highest GPA award with a 3.62.

are three returning sophomores
who have a year experience under
their belt," Daugherty said.
"I expect a lot of inner-squad
competition. It's going to be hard
to determine ollr top six players,"
Daugherty said. Our freshmen
will re:llly push everyone else.
I'm ph~ased with the way
everyone prepared over the
summer.
Daugherty refers to her
incoming freshmen, Kimberly
Haywood of Evansville, Ind, and
Elizabeth
Kozlowski
of
ValparaiSO, Ind, as highly
talented.
"Haywood comes to us with
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great experience. Among ber
many accomplishments, she
finished second in the Indiana
state high school tournament,"
Daugherty said.
"Beth comes to us from a great
golfing family." Daugherty said.
"Her sister Tina was our No. I
golfer two years ago."

The Ie am 's first competition
will be SepL 16-17 at the 29th
annual Illinois Slate Invitational
in Normal. The competition for
the top six spots on the team will
begin SepL 7 with the ftrst of four
18-hole qualifying rounds.

Gerry Hart, SIU-C football's
defensive coordinator, should
be back home within a week
and back with the team within
a month following heart
surgery Tuesday in St. Louis,
head coach Bob Smith said.
The 54-year-old gratuate of
the University began feeling
ill shortly before the practice
season began and originally
thought he had the flu, Fred
Huff, men's spans infonnation
director, said.
When Hart did not begin to
feel better, he went in for tests,
Huff said
Hart bas been spirited since
the operation and bas been
joking with relatives.
Until Hart is able to return

to the practice field, Stanley
King, defensive backs coach.
and Ralph Young, defensive
line coach, will share the
defensive coaching duties.
Smith said King will
ultimately
have
the
responsibility of preparing the
team's game plan for its first
game against Nevada-Reno
Sept 2.
Hart, a native of West
Frankfort, spent the last six
seasons coaching in the
Ca~adian Football League
belare joining Smith and the
Salukis.
Hart had coached at the
University prior to this season.
In 1963 he was hired as the
quarterback coach and
coached current Athletic
Director Jim Hart for three
season~.

Cubs acquire pitcher
CHICAGO (UPI) -In an effort
to strengthen their middle relief,
the Chicago Cubs Thursday
acquired lefthanded reliever Paul
Assenmacher from the Atlanta

Braves for two minor league
players to be liamed latcr, a Cubs
spokesman said.
Assenmacher, 23, was 1-3 with
no saves and a 3.59 ERA.

